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ABSTRACT
Smart Grid (SG) significantly improves the computing and communication capabilities
of power systems. As a result, smart power generation, distribution, and protection are
realized using more intelligent devices. These improvements provide many opportunities
to better address issues in existing systems, such as cascading failures in traditional grids.
Through the investigation of several large blackouts, malfunctional distance relays have
been recognized as one of the critical causes of cascading failures. To deal with the false
trips of relays and cascading failures, many monitoring and protecting methods have been
proposed on traditional grids. However, many areas are still needed to be further inves-
tigated. In this dissertation, we focus on three issues related to SG protection. We first
proposed an effective resource management scheme for agent-based remote relay protection.
Second, we investigated cyber attacks on relay protection systems, analyzed their impacts,
and explored how to mitigate these attacks. Third, we proposed a synchronized routing
framework for real-time delivery of measurement and control data. We briefly introduce
these three research areas in the following.
To protect remote relays from hidden failures, several agent-based protection schemes
have been investigated. However, they do not consider the details in network resource man-
agement and different failure cases. We propose a set of resource allocation schemes to ad-
dress the practical deployment issue of these protection schemes. Our results show that the
basic agent-based protection consumes significant amounts of network resources and cannot
effectively support many new SG applications, and is unable to deal with communication
link failures. We further improve the proposed basic scheme, and develop backup schemes to
handle network failures. Furthermore, when utilizing power system knowledge, we can make
the resource allocation more efficient. Our evaluation shows that our proposed schemes can
use less network resources while achieving the required system reliability. Moreover, we also
investigate Peer-to-Peer (P2P) agent protection schemes. We propose an effective resource
management scheme and a backup scheme in the P2P mode. The results show that P2P
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protection can fulfill the reliability requirement using less resources.
It is well known that the reliability of power systems is a difficult challenge. To address
this problem, basic agent-based protection and agent-reputation-based protection are de-
veloped for future smart grid to enhance the reliability of relay protection. While effective
in many situations, these schemes may be exploited by malicious attackers to disrupt the
power system, or even trigger cascading failures in the system. Unlike occasional faulty
behaviors, cyber attacks deliberately target various components in power systems, which
cannot be resolved from the perspective of device reliability. Currently there is limited work
on how such attacks are carried out, and to what degree damage can be achieved. The goal
of our research is to better understand the problem, by examining the potential methods
to attack the relay protection system, and evaluating their effectiveness. We also explore
how to mitigate potential cascading failure damage due to cyber attacks.
As the accurate measurement and sampling of system states are the foundation of SG
monitoring and protection applications, we develop a synchronized framework to achieve
predictable delivery for large-scale real-time applications. With the synchronized time as a
global reference, we design the synchronized routing framework and evaluate its effectiveness
with different packet scheduling schemes. The results show that we can adjust service order
of packets according to their urgency. Compared with existing packet scheduling schemes,
by using both upstream and downstream delay information, the proposed method has a
larger adjustable range, and achieves much better efficiency and predictability.
In summary, we have explored remote relate protection, relay cyber security, and real-
time communication related problems in SG, and proposed several solutions, including
network resource management, analysis and defense of attacks on smart relays, and syn-
chronized real-time packet delivery. Our future work will focus on more detailed issues
within each problem, such as advanced agent-protection structure, refined attack and de-
fense strategies, and improved measurement accuracy of network delays.
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Electrical grid is one of the most complex systems in today’s world. Many existing
grids have been running for decades. While these grids can still carry out their tasks in
power delivery, they are often inefficient and unscalable. For example, currently only a
moderate proportion of fuel energy is converted to electrical power, and lots of the power
is generated only to meet the peak demand. To address the problems and improve service
quality and efficiency, Smart Grid (SG) is being developed to replace the traditional grid.
In SG, more intelligent power generation and consumption plans can be realized, and more
environment-friendly renewable resources can be utilized efficiently. One key challenge of
SG is scalability, especially as renewable energy will be generated distributedly across large
areas from many devices.
While we are concentrating on the efficiency of power system, in recent years, several
large blackouts occured in Europe and US also draw more concerns in security and reliability
of the system. Millions of people were affected in these blackouts, and the damages were
significant. In many cases, a blackout starts from the failure of a line or a substation
that causes the cascading failure and then spreads across the system. As a result, the
visibility of failure is becoming a critical issue in the design of SG, and many investigations
have been performed to improve system reliability, by integrating advanced computing and
communication techniques in SG to carry out system control both locally and across wide-
areas. With the state information collected from critical locations in the power grid in
real-time, the control system can have a more clear view of the grid and perform better
control.
With the advanced features provided by SG, the next question is how to enhance sys-
tem reliability. Although several methods have been proposed to address the hidden failure
problem of protection relays, there are still many remaining issues to be investigated. In
addition, cascading failures and related real-time protection schemes are still not well un-
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derstood. Moreover, control and protection methods need the support of system state
measurement, which raises higher requirements for the SG communication networks. Mo-
tivated by these problems, our work focuses on three research areas: Smart Remote Relay
Protection, Attacks on Smart Relay Protection, and Synchronized Routing. We will briefly
introduce our research in the following.
Smart Remote Relay Protection. To prevent transmission lines from interrupted
by device failures, various kinds of local and remote relays are deployed in today’s power
systems, so that failed components can be isolated. Among the devices, directional relays
(especially remote Zone 3 relays) are essential to provide local and remote-backup protec-
tion. However, these relays suffer from hidden failures. A hidden failure is a failure that
is exposed as the consequence of another event. Sometimes these small failures can cause
unexpected trips and further spread out as cascading failures. To address the hidden failure
problem, many solutions have been proposed, and many new solutions are still in devel-
opment for different system requirements. With the advanced communication integrated
in SG, agent-based relay protection attracts attention from researchers. The core idea of
agent-based solution is, when a relay detects a contingency, it first contacts a control agent
for a decision (e.g., whether to trip or not). The control agent then collects information
from the system and informs the query relay what to do in the next step. In this way,
a relay will unlikely incorrectly trip a line. We can divide agent-based solutions into two
types: Master-Agent-based (MA) and Peer-to-Peer-based (P2P).
The existing solutions [1, 2] focus on the functions of agents and assume a dedicated
communication network will be used. This assumption is not practical as it is inefficient,
expensive and sometimes infeasible to achieve such requirements. In addition, there will be
a growing number of real-time applications to be developed and deployed in the smart grid.
Many of these applications will require large amounts of network resources. As a result, the
dedicated network is not cost-effective and often is impractical. To address this problem,
we need to carefully design the allocation of resources for sensitive communication data,
such as real-time protection traffic.
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Furthermore, the communication network in SG may experience failures. As a result,
queries may not be received by a control center, and the enquiring relay may not receive a
response from the control center, which makes the relay under the threat of hidden failures
and other issues such as malicious attacks. To address the problem, we propose a backup
mechanism for MA-based relay protection schemes. The backup mechanism significantly
improves the reliability of the protection schemes. With disjoint backup paths, the improved
protection is able to handle single communication link failures. However, full disjoint paths
may be not always available, as this approach may require many bandwidth resources
and specific network topology features. To deal with these problems, we further explore
power system information, and develop a power-aware protection scheme. The power-aware
scheme enhances the resource utilization. In addition, we explore P2P-based schemes to
address the limitations of MA-based protection schemes. We also investigate the resource
requirement for basic P2P-based protection, and improve its reliability with backup paths.
Attack on Smart Relay Protection. Today’s electric power industry has been tak-
ing advantage of the tremendous capabilities provided by advanced computing technology
and communication networks. Control and protection equipment, SCADA, remote control
and monitoring, and many other applications have been dramatically enhanced with these
technologies. However, the vulnerabilities in these distributed connected systems also pro-
vide many opportunities for malicious attakers to disrupt our power supply. For example, a
vendor of the operating system may leave behind a backdoor which is unknown to a power
system administrator, and this backdoor may be used to change system configuration and
cause unexpected issues; or, an authorized employee may be blackmailed by a third party
to change the device configurations in substations in order to discredit a competitor’s prod-
uct. Unattended facilities like substations are the basic components of electricity grids,
which contain many fundamental assets, such as buses, switches, breakers, remote terminal
units (RTUs) and smart intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). Many communication devices
also reside in substations. Unlike manned control centers and power plants with strong
monitoring and protection, usually very limited security mechanisms are deployed at unat-
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tended substations located in remote areas [3]. This often makes malicious physical and
cyber attacks on substations much easier for attackers. Consequently, compromised devices
(especially protection devices) may cause serious issues for the integrity of the power grid.
Smart remote relay protection is critical to the stability of future smart grids. Various
protection mechanisms have been designed to improve traditional relay protection schemes
in smart grids (e.g., agent-based protection [1, 2, 4] and agent-reputation-based protec-
tion [5, 6, 7]). While these protection mechanisms benefit from the advanced communica-
tion technology, it also increases the chances for remote attacks. Security vulnerabilities of
these systems may be exploited against these protection schemes. However, to the best of
our knowledge, very little research has been done to examine the impact of cyber attacks
on these protection schemes.
To address this issue, we focus on cyber attacks to relay protection systems in this dis-
sertation. We examine three attack strategies in attacking relay agents, and analyze their
effectiveness. Assume that an attacker’s goal is to disrupt as many transmission lines as
possible. We will first examine how direct and indirect attacks to relays can be conducted in
SG, and how cascading failures can be triggered by these attacks. We analyze the number of
potential line trips due to different types of attacks. We observe that basic agent protection
schemes cannot effectively prevent these attacks; we then improve the basic scheme with
a majority-based trip confirmation scheme. We also investigate the enhanced P2P agent-
reputation-based protection, and demonstrate its weakness. Although the reputation-based
protection scheme helps enhance the reliability, response time, and processing efficiency
of relay protection systems, an attacker can exploit such scheme to trigger cascading at-
tacks. We will analyze how likely cascading failures can be indirectly triggered under the
reputation-based protection scheme, and compare it with the ordinary cascading failures
caused by direct attacks to relays in the system. Based on our observations, we propose two
methods to mitigate the potential damages of cascading due to cyber attacks.
Synchronized Routing. Smart grid control applications rely on the collected system
information to make control decisions. Many applications require sampling data to be
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transmitted and received within specific periods. Violations of data delay requirements not
only make them useless, but also will further affect the accuracy of the control, and degrade
the reliability of the system. How to support the large-scale real-time applications has been
a challenging problem for a long time. Since SG is expected to inter-connect many utilities
across states, the design of its communication network must also deal with this problem.
Traditional methods [8, 9] either use over-provision to ensure resources for specific flows
to achieve guaranteed delivery, or statistically reservation for specific traffic classes. These
methods lack the scalability for large-scale deployment, and cannot fully utilize available
resources. In addition, it is hard for these methods to handle dynamic network conditions
and path failures.
In this research, we address the above problem by proposing a synchronized routing
framework. Our idea is to use the synchronized time as a global reference to explore more
efficient traffic delivery. As synchronization is already required for smart grid data to be used
in real-time control or post-contingency analysis, its infrastructure will be equipped with
time synchronization technology. Then its communication network can be synchronized as
well. By periodically measuring packet delays in the network, a router can estimate the
delays of packets on given paths, and it can share its knowledge with other routers as well.
Using the delay information, we develop a packet scheduling scheme to adjust service order
of packets at a router. With the global reference, we can achieve better coordination among
routers. Compared with existing scheduling schemes, we can better adjust the priority
of packets. Besides, the reference time will also provide an opportunity to address the
inter-domain service across large areas.
In summary, our research focuses on the control and protection of smart grid. First,
we have studied MA and P2P agent-based relay protection to prevent hidden failures, in
order to mitigate critical factors that often triggers cascading failures. We have proposed
communication network resource management schemes and backup mechanisms, using the
power system information, to improve the reliability of agent-based protection. Second,
we have also examined the potential cyber attacks to better understand how these attacks
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can be launched. We analyzed the effect of these attacks, and proposed several methods to
address cascading failures caused by these attacks. Third, we have proposed the synchro-
nized routing framework, using synchronized time as a global reference, for real-time data
delivery in smart grid.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will intro-
duce the basics of traditional grid and smart grid. We also review existing work on remote
protection relay, cyber attack, cascading failure, and real-time data delivery. In Chapter 3,
we will provide a big figure of our research, explain the three research areas, and discuss
the potential issues. In Chapter 4, we will present detailed solutions on remote relay pro-
tection. We focus on network resource management and system reliability improvement. In
Chapter 5, we will discuss the effect of cyber attacks to smart relay protection. We analyze
different direct and indirect attacks on relay protection agents, and propose improvements
to mitigate attack damages. In Chapter 6, we will present our work on real-time delivery,
with the focus on packet scheduling, and present the performance evaluation of the proposed
scheme. We will conclude the dissertation in Chapter 7.
The research in this dissertation resulted in a list of journal and conference papers [10,




In this chapter, we will discuss the existing systems and schemes related to our investiga-
tion and provide related background information. First, we will introduce traditional power
grid and its limitations, and introduce smart grid, including its basic concept, communi-
cation technologies, information delivery frameworks, applications and their requirements.
We will further illustrate existing power system protection schemes, point out their advan-
tages and drawbacks, and then we will briefly present our ideas. Moreover, we will review
potential cyber attacks on relay protection agents, and figure out the limitations of cur-
rent protection schemes. In addition, we will present existing solutions in real-time data
transmission.
2.1 Traditional Power Grid
An electrical grid is an interconnected network, which delivers electrical power from sup-
pliers to consumers. The grid consists of (1) generating stations that produce electrical
power, (2) high-voltage transmission systems that carry power from generating sources to
demand locations, and (3) distribution systems that connect individual customers within an
area. In traditional power grids, the transmission system was built to deliver power from a
utility’s generator across town to its distribution company; today, the system is being used
to deliver power across very large regions, e.g., across multiple states [15].
Traditional electricity grid is unidirectional, as shown in Fig. 2.1 - it is a strictly hier-
archical system where a power plant is at the top of the supply chain that ensures power
delivery to the customers at the end of the chain. The efficiency of the grid is very low and
it only converts about one-third of fuel energy into electricity. Among the output, about 8%
is lost along the transmission lines and about 20% is only used to meet the peak demand
only [16], which occurs infrequently and causes huge wastes during normal periods. Tradi-
tional grids have been running for decades. For example, in the northeastern United States,
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Figure 2.1: Traditional Grid Model [16]. Traditional Grid has centralized control with
basic data network in the transmission stage; in the distribution stage consumers can only
passively operate without data exchanged.
the majority of the transmission systems were originally constructed during the 1960s, with
the devices more than 50 years old.
Nowadays the system continues growing in size, scale, and complexity, which are mak-
ing it difficult to schedule even for routine maintenance [15]. Although the science of asset
management has been applied by many utilities to prioritize new operation tasks to ensure
reliability, the aging infrastructure requires upgrade and evolution to address numerous
challenges. For example, no real-time information about the service parameters are ex-
changed among different components; with the safe margins exhausted, the system is at the
edge of instability. In a word, the lack of information delivery and processing capabilities
in traditional power grid makes it inefficient, hard to ensure reliability and rather complex
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to integrate with newly developed applications, especially distributed renewable energy.
2.2 Smart Grid
2.2.1 Smart Grid Basics
A smart grid enhances the traditional power grid with two-way flows of electricity and in-
formation to create an automated and distributed advanced energy delivery network, with
intelligent devices that exploits the rapid increase of computing power and ubiquitous com-
munication networks [17, 18]. SG can deal with risks from different aspects such as power
generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption, and come up with the correspond-
ing real-time strategies. The vision of smart grid is characterized by the use of more sensors,
faster communication technologies, higher computation ability and more accurate control
methods, which finally forms a comprehensive architecture [19]. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) provided a conceptual model as a reference for the
standardization of different components of the electric power system, shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The NIST Conceptual Model for SG [20].
The challenges that the smart grid is facing can be characterized as follows: Reliability,
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Efficiency, Affordability, Security, Environment/Climate Change and Global Competitive-
ness [21]. To better address these challenges, the infrastructure, management and protection
systems are the critical components of SG, where the infrastructure system is further di-
vided to three subsystems - energy, information, and communication. The traditional energy
system is being upgraded for better power generation, transmission, and distribution.
The generation system should take the advantage of renewable resources (e.g., solar,
wind, etc.) and adopt the new paradigm of distributed generation (e.g., localized small scale
generators or power systems), in which a micro-grid can connect or disconnect from the main
macro-grid whenever necessary, in order to improve the system quality and reliability. For
the transmission system, a smart control center will enable new analytical and monitoring
features to improve power utilization, power quality, and security. Distribution within the
SG will become more flexible with the deployment of distributed generators; on the other
hand, as more distributed generators participate in the grid, the control of the power flow
within the grid will become more complicated as well, calling for intelligent devices and
distribution methods.
When many utilities integrated into large power systems, in order to improve reliability,
better visibility into the operations is required, especially for conditions that cannot be
immediately sensed in a control center. This requirement leads to the implementation of
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system in the old days. However, there
is the need to continue visibility improvement, which has been demonstrated in several
large-area blackouts, such as the US-Canada power outage in 2003 [22]. Thus a modernized
information system is needed for interoperability of data exchanges and integration with
existing and future devices, systems, and applications. Among the requirements, a very im-
portant function of SG is the monitoring and measurement of the grid status, which requires
real-time and on-demand data collection. To achieve the goal, many SG technologies have
been developed and many new SG applications are still in development, e.g., Automatic
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) technology [23].
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2.2.2 Smart Grid Data Collection
The evolution to SG emphasizes the application of computer monitoring, analysis, opti-
mization, and control in the generation, transmission, and distribution grids. Meeting
these challenges requires not just the update of power system, but also the data delivery
and processing infrastructure. As the first step, data corresponding to the status of the sys-
tem should be generated from end entities. Then the data will be gathered and processed
at the local or higher level control center, used for grid status monitoring, user appliance
control, and other features.
PMU is a very popular technology in the future SG, which performs advanced system
data collection. PMU measures the phasor (represented in sinusoidal signals) of an electrical
grid, for example, the magnitude, phase, and angle of voltage, to determine the health of
the system. PMU readings are obtained from widely geographically separated locations in a
power grid and all devices are synchronized using the global positioning system (GPS) radio
clock, which records measurements that occur at the same time. To fulfill the requirement
of SG, the data rate of PMU is much faster than traditional SCADA system (retrieves data
from every 2-4 seconds up to 5 minutes [24]), usually between 30 to 60 Hz, while newer
PMUs have the option to increase the sampling rate to 100 Hz or even 200 Hz in some
cases [25, 26].
With the help of PMU, better protection information is gathered, and many protection
applications are enabled in SG. System operators can use the sampled data to estimate and
predict the state of the power grid and respond to system conditions in a rapid and dy-
namic fashion, making the power system more robust to catastrophic failures. For example,
protective relay settings can be adjusted based on the measured real-time SG conditions
(current, voltage, and temperature, etc.), which addresses the “over-sensitivity” of relays.
A Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) is usually used in the network to collect data from
different PMUs. After receiving the data, it sorts and groups the PMU packets depending on
their creation time stamps. Then the processed data flow is sent to the control center of the
grid for further analysis. Depends on the requirements, a PDC can also gather information
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from other PDCs. PMUs and PDCs comprise the Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS),
the hierarchical architecture is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: WAMS Architecture [26].
As large amount of information is generated in SG, advanced information management
should also be supported, including information analysis, integration, and optimization.
Since data are exchanged between multiple applications, perhaps from different departments
or utilities, a unified data format is needed for all participants to understand. Meanwhile,
the information is generated and used by existing applications, new applications should also
consider the use of such information for higher efficiency.
2.2.3 Smart Grid Communications
The reliability of the power system is dependent on its ability to deliver electric power from
generation to load without disruption, which lies in the increased situational awareness and
wide-area power system control. Adding redundancy and providing enough margins for the
power system will enhance the reliability; on the other hand, operating the grid under the
limit will decrease the efficiency because the capacity is not fully used [23]. To balance the
reliability and efficiency, the accurate information of system status is of great importance
(especially when renewable energy is considered such as wind and solar) and reinforces the
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needs to improve the communication infrastructure in SG.
2.2.3.1 Communication Media
The communication technologies used in SG can be characterized into two groups: wired
and wireless. Typical wireless technologies include Wireless Mesh Network, ZigBee, Cellular
Network, and Satellite communication. These technologies offer low installation cost, rapid
deployment, large coverage area, mobility, and are more suitable for remote end applications
where the installation of wired networks is not cost-effective. However, wireless communi-
cations are the sub-optimal choice for real-time applications that require extreme accuracy,
due to the relatively higher delays and potential path failures in wireless communications.
Wired communication, especially fiber-optic technology, with its high bandwidth capacity
and electromagnetic and radio interference immunity, makes it ideal for real-time system
control. Powerline communication (PLC) is also considered as a good candidate because the
existing infrastructure decreases the installation cost of the communications infrastructure,
but its data rate is much slower [27] than optic-fiber and is only suitable for a small area,
such as within a substation.
2.2.3.2 Communication Protocols
An important issue of the communication system is end-to-end communication manage-
ment, where heterogeneous communication subsystems are used. There is a growing trend
towards the use of TCP/IP technology because of the maturity of a large number of stan-
dards, the availability of tools and applications that can be applied to SG environments.
However, TCP does not support real-time guarantees in terms of delay requirements, and
its retransmissions and acknowledgements will even worsen the delay situation [28]. As a
common practice, UDP is usually used for time-efficiency. To support the exchange of infor-
mation between different elements, the communication standards and protocols should play
a key role in smart grid development. The standardized communication interfaces ensure
that information is accessible, interoperable, and the implementation of functionality across
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different domains is cost-effective. Several protocols have been developed to satisfy various
application constraints.
• Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3)
• IEEE C37.118
• IEC 61850
DNP3 is a set of communications protocols used between components in process au-
tomation systems. It plays a crucial role in SCADA systems, because it is primarily used
for reliable and secure communications between control centers and RTUs or IEDs. The
protocol can use serial communication, or it can be used over packet-oriented networks such
as TCP/IP and UDP/IP. DNP3 has been adopted as the IEEE 1815 standard in 2010 for
communications in electric power systems. Meanwhile, interoperability standards are under
development to support a transparent mapping between IEEE 1815 and IEC 61850.
The IEEE C37.118 standard defines the exchange of synchronized phasor measurements
used among power grid applications. The standard defines communications rules for PMU
and PDC. Since the measurement points are distributed across the network, the protocol
is implemented on top of a routable protocol, such as TCP/IP or UDP/IP. To address the
synchronization of measurements, GPS is used. In the future IEEE 1588 standard will be
used to provide the same function, thus partially remove the need for GPS in some PMU
units.
IEC 61850 is a family of standards designed for electrical substation automation. More
precisely, the mapping to communication protocols defined in IEC 61850-8-1 and IEC 61850-
9-2, was originally designed within substations at the transmission level, but is now expected
to provide communications between substations, control centers, and domains. Its goal is
to increase the scope of the old IEC 6180 to the whole electric network and provide its com-
patibility with Common Information Model (CIM) for monitoring, control, and protection
applications [27]. The abstract data models defined in IEC 61850 have been mapped to a
number of protocols that can run over TCP/IP, UDP/IP, and switched Ethernet [18].
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As Internet Protocol is widely used in public communication networks, a lot of applica-
tions will use the UDP/IP for data transmission across the network. Since UDP does not
provide checksum and retransmission, the specific protocols are responsible for detecting
corruption in data. In this case, the protocols are rolled up into the application layer, and
transmitted as a whole. This is important to critical power applications, such as the system
protection, because lost or damage of data will lead to serious consequences.
2.2.3.3 Existing Smart Grid Communication Framework
More and more SG applications in developing are real-time applications that have strict
delay requirements. For example, PMU data delivery time should not be longer than a full
power cycle [29]. Besides, different applications used in the power grid also have a wide
range of data delivery requirements. These requirements are identified as quality of service
(QoS), which includes latency, rate, criticality and quantity of data. The communication
network should be able to provide various levels of services to the applications, to ensure
the data delivery to be predictable, reliable, and in the expected format. In order to fulfill
those requirements for real-time communication, two frameworks have been proposed.
(1). GridStat. GridStat [23, 24, 30] is a framework designed to manage network
resources to achieve low-latency, reliable delivery of information. The designing goal of
GridStat is to fulfill the requirements of providing flexible and robust communication for
power grid systems. The framework collects information produced in the network and sends
the information to one or multiple other locations, following pre-defined QoS parameters.
The middleware design approach of GridStat allows developers to focus on application needs
rather than thornier issues involved in wide-area communications.
GridStat consists of two planes, the management plane and the data plane, which handle
network management and data delivery separately, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The management
plane consists of a hierarchy of QoS brokers that allocate resources and adapts the network in
reaction to changing power system configurations or communication network failures. Data
plane components are responsible for forwarding data from each source to potentially many
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destinations as directed by management-plane components. The data plane of GridStat
uses the publish-subscribe communication model. The data periodically generated at a
source (publisher) will be distributed to destinations (subscribers) without the publisher
and subscriber having to track each other. This introduces the flexibility in data delivery by
allowing changing the characteristics of existing subscriptions at runtime. GridStat operates
on a dedicated network and has complete control over the available resources, which takes
advantage of the highly static nature of the topologies between publishers and subscribers
in the power grid, by pre-allocating paths between the data producers and other potential
recipients, in order to guarantee quality of service (including rate, latency and redundancy,
etc.) of the requested data [31].
Figure 2.4: GridStat Architecture [24].
The routers used in the data plane WAN have three types: edge status routers, border
status routers, and other routers. An edge status router connects to end users (publish-
ers or subscribers), provides proxy to the management plane devices and performs data
delivery. A border status router connects two domains in the data plane, where more com-
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plex routing algorithms are applied, in order to utilize the resources more effectively. The
other routers simply perform data forwarding and do not have additional functionality. All
routers within a domain connect to the leaf QoS broker in the management plane - these
brokers have complete knowledge of their own administrative domains and resources, and
they also cooperate with the parent broker if inter-domain data delivery is needed. The
publisher-subscriber communication is implemented by using multicast, together with rate
filtering at the status routers to limit the resources needed to support the property. Spatial
redundancy is implemented by applying appropriate forwarding rules at routers with multi-
ple disjoint paths, e.g., n paths are able to handle n−1 path failures. Additionally, GridStat
employs static routing, because in a critical infrastructure such as the electric power grid,
most communications are predetermined, thus static routing is generally considered more
efficient than dynamic routing in this case.
(2). NASPI. The North American Synchrophasor Initiative (NASPI) was formed to
improve the reliability of the power grid while meeting the increased power demand, focusing
wide-area measurement, monitoring, and control [23, 32, 33]. The goal of the project is to
create a robust, widely available, and secure synchronized data measurement infrastructure.
It provides different monitoring and analysis tools for better planning and reliable operation
in the power grid. NASPI plans to deploy hundreds of thousands of Phasor Measurement
Units across the US power grid, sampling at 30 to 120 samples per second. These data give
direct access to the state of the grid at any given instant and will be shared by hundreds of
applications. PMU data used by NASPI applications have varying requirements classified
into four classes based on different application requirements, e.g., transient stability control
as one of the most critical applications, followed by open loop control and visualization.
NASPI network (NASPInet) is the “industrial grade” communication infrastructure being
developed providing secure, standardized, distributed, and expandable PMU data delivery,
as shown in Fig. 2.5. Its design is influenced by GridStat. NASPInet consists of Phasor
Gateways (PGWs) and a Data Bus (DB). The DB includes a Wide Area Network (WAN)
and other associated functions to provide basic connectivity, QoS, traffic data monitoring,
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cyber security and policy enforcement over information being delivered across NASPInet.
PGW serves as the access point of entities, e.g., utilities and monitoring centers to the DB.
The basic communication is unicast between utilities while the publisher-subscriber based
multicast data sharing are also considered.
Figure 2.5: NASPInet Conceptual Architecture [32].
As one of the most critical applications, control and protective systems have stringent
requirements for communications, some must have deterministic guarantees. Due to the
communication limitations, real-time controls on todays power grids are mostly local, in
which the data and control actions are located in a substation. The modernized communi-
cation frameworks envision to provide faster and more reliable data delivery service, which
raises the opportunity to design new protection schemes from a global view. Intelligent
devices (e.g., protective relays) will be able to communicate with devices in other substa-
tions/areas or the global control center, either to provide local states or receive instructions.
With more information gathered, the protection should be more effective.
However, the limitations of GridStat and NASPI are obvious. First, since it is scheduled
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to be implemented using dedicated networks, a large installation cost is expected. As
today’s power grid is becoming larger and larger, and more SG substations have not been
deployed yet. Besides, more and more SG applications and services are being developed,
many of which are real-time applications and require large amount of resources. GridStat
allocates resources between each of the senders and receivers to guarantee the service latency.
Although we can allocate “sufficient” bandwidth at the planning stage of the network, the
fast growing applications may still cause potential congestions. Moreover, the static paths
between the two ends are prone to deliberate attacks. Therefore, many reliable and efficient
schemes are desired to address these issues. Our work focuses on some issues in these areas.
2.2.4 Smart Grid Applications
With the help of high speed communication networks, synchronized phasor data can be
delivered within a few seconds to milliseconds [23]. The availability of these measurements
makes it possible for new and improved applications, especially the critical remote control
and protection applications.
Protection system is an important component in SG, which protects system reliability
by addressing inadvertent compromises of the grid infrastructure due to user errors, equip-
ment failures, and natural disasters. Two types of schemes are considered in protection,
(1) failure prediction and prevention, and (2) the failure identification, diagnosis, and re-
covery. With the PMU data, stability regions and operational margins can be computed to
efficiently identify potential weak points in the power grid. If a failure happens, the failure
identification, diagnosis, and recovery function will locate and identify this failure, to avoid
further cascading events. The critical issue to the successful protection is the quality of
control. Once a potential failure is forecasted, or certain components of the grid experience
failures, accurate and proper control actions should be taken. For critical protection, the
requirement of control is rather stringent, e.g., the command should be received at remote
areas and performed in certain order within the specified time period.
Today as local controls still work in the designed manner, the integration of local power
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micro-grids requires a coordinated control method to take care local events while making
decisions from a global perspective. The concept leads to wide-area control, whose main
objective is to improve the overall stability of the power system. Since the control system
is becoming more and more stressed each year, distributed control is combined with tra-
ditional centralized control for higher efficiency. The control components in the order of
increasing complexity are: frequency control, regional voltage control, small signal stability
control, voltage stability control, and transient stability control [19]. The existing control
is becoming more difficult as it requires more status variables, higher computation ability,
and more rapid communications, especially for online real-time adjustments at the time
of event (at the time frame of milliseconds), e.g., addressing disturbances or actions to be
performed in a strict order.
In addition to wide-area control and protection, another category of applications is the
enhancement of control functions, e.g., system state estimation, contingency analysis, and
situational awareness. The availability of phasor measurements at a much faster rate makes
it possible for operators to get a more complete view of the grid status than the slowly
collected data from existing SCADA systems. Most existing state estimation methods are
slow without the availability of synchronized phase angles. Since the state measurement
of the system is the basic parameter for wide-area control, the direct measurement can be
applied immediately and produce new protection and control algorithms to cover a wider
geographic area. As an example, with the renewable generation being connected to the
macro-grid, analyzing the details in the system to predict oscillation and taking control
is difficult, thus it is crucial to detect and report the occurrence of such situation in real-
time [23].
2.3 Existing Power System Protection Schemes
Power system protection deals with the protection of power grid from faults through the
isolation of error-functioning components from the rest normal network. Modern power
systems (and smart grid alike) use different types of local and remote relays to isolate such
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conditions and stop disturbances from spreading. In the protection system, distancel relays
(including remote Zone 3 relays) are critical in protecting transmission lines as primary and
backup protection, and they are universally deployed in protection systems [34, 35].
2.3.1 Distance Protection Relays
Distance protection relays are one of the most common relays used for power transmission
lines [34]. The operation of a distance relay is determined by the impedance measured by
the relay, which is used to estimate the distance from the relay to a fault. We usually have
three protection zones as shown in Fig. 2.6 [1]. Protection Zone 1 is the basic protection of a
distance relay, which covers about 80% of the length of a transmission line. The protection
Zone 2 covers a little more than Zone 1, usually about 120% of the length of a transmission
line. Protection Zone 3 covers the first transmission line and also about 80% of the second
line. We can adjust the relay settings for Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3 protection, and
construct both primary protection and backup protection with different delays. Normally,
we use Zone 1 as the primary protection, which is almost immediately triggered when a
fault is detected, e.g., with a delay of a few milliseconds. We use Zone 2 and Zone 3
protection as backup mechanisms, which are triggered after given tripping delays when a
fault is detected. These tripping delays are often determined by the protection distance,
e.g., a Zone 2 protection may waits for 0.3 second, and a Zone 3 protection may wait up to
1 second [1, 2].
2.3.2 Hidden Failure
Hidden failures have been considered as one of the main sources of large scale distur-
bances [36, 37, 38]. It is defined as “a permanent defect that will cause a relay or a relay
system to incorrectly and inappropriately remove a circuit element(s) as a direct conse-
quence of another switching event” [39]. A hidden failure occurs when incorrect system
states or control actions are triggered by another system event. It may induce widespread
cascading failures such as the Northeastern blackout in 2003, which is initialized by a false
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Figure 2.6: Distance Protection Relays: Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3 [1].
relay trip [22].
There are primarily two types of hidden failures: hidden failures related to mal-behavior
of hardware and hidden failures related to specific settings, human errors, and negligence.
A typical form of hardware related hidden failure is that, a relay contact is always open
or closed, regardless of the current system status. This type of hidden failures can hardly
be improved by introducing communication and information exchange. For the second
type, with advanced communication network, a relay can receive instructions from a control
center, which minimizes the consequence of the hidden failure. Although solutions to hidden
failures on traditional power systems have been extensively investigated [1, 39, 40], it is still
extremely challenging to completely prevent such failures on increasingly complicated large-
scale power systems.
The false trips of Zone 3 relays are often associated with hidden failures [40], as shown
in past events. Such false trips have been identified as one of the main causes of blackouts
(about 70% [37, 41, 42]). In the meantime, Zone 3 protection is also considered essential to
power systems as many systems still rely on such protection in practical operation [34, 35].
To prevent false trips, control decisions may be made by gathering more information from
other protection devices.
A protection scheme is proposed in [43] to improve the reliability of protective relays.
As the first step, an exhaustive search is performed in the power grid to identify critical
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locations where lines will have potential hidden failures as well as consequences of such
failures. Then at potential places that may result in serious consequences, three relays
are deployed for each transmission line . Based on the pre-defined system state, if it is
“stressed”, at least two relays must detect the contingency in order to trip the line. The
idea is to minimize the “possible false tripping” rather than maximizing the correct action.
With more advanced communication technology and infrastructure being applied in smart
grid, a promising scheme is proposed by using real-time data collected from the grid.
2.3.3 Agent-based Protection
Agent-based protection methods use a query-response model to avoid Zone 3 false trips.
Modern microprocessor-based digital relays are more reliable and efficient than traditional
electromechanical ones. A software agent can be deployed at each relay. When a Zone
3 relay r detects a remote disturbance from a transmission line l, it will send a query to
a Master Agent (MA) to verify if such a disturbance has been detected by other relays
associated with the same transmission line. The MA then queries all related relays to pull
their readings. After the MA receives all responses from these relays, it can determine if the
disturbance on line l is a real fault or simply a temporary error. The MA sends a decision
to relay r to inform it how to react.
Two types of protection schemes can be developed: Centralized-MA based and Peer-to-
Peer (P2P)-based protection [1, 2, 44]. In an MA-based scheme, a master agent is setup in
the grid, which is usually at the area control center. The benefit of a centralized scheme is
that the MA has a global knowledge of the system because device status will be periodically
retrieved from each substation. When PMUs are deployed, the collected information can
be more accurate than existing schemes. In a P2P-based scheme, each relay is equipped
with certain processing ability, which serves as an MA for itself and a few related relays.
Once a relay senses an abnormal condition, it will communicate with other primary and
Zone 3 relays to check whether it is a “real” error or simply a disturbance. Using P2P mode
can greatly shorten the response time, which is critical in emergency cases. The potential
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disadvantage of P2P mode is that most relays are only aware of local status, e.g., several
neighbor buses and lines. Sometimes we need to consider whether the action of a relay will
affect the global system, especially in areas with extremely high reliability requirements. As
an alternative, a hybrid scheme combining both MA-based and P2P-based schemes deserves
further exploration. The hybrid scheme has advantages from both methods, and is able to
balance both response latency and reliability requirements.
Ideally, such a solution can eliminate most over-sensitive trips of Zone 3 relays, assum-
ing that there is only one transmission line error in the system and the query-response
process can be completed before a relay r is tripped based on its setting. However, as
we have mentioned in previous section, the network delay requirement may be violated in
real networks. Moreover, the existing agent-based schemes assume ideal dedicated network
paths between protection relays and their master agent for real-time monitoring and con-
trol [1, 2, 45], without considering the details of network resource condition and potential
reliability problems. Therefore, we have to consider practical network issues (e.g., network
resource management and potential failure of communication links) to further improve the
reliability of Zone 3 protection, which will be illustrated in the following chapters.
For the backup communication protection, fast reroute (FRR) [46] is a promising tech-
nology to enable fast traffic recovery upon link or router failures for mission critical services,
which can recover impacted traffic flows at the level of 50ms. In the IP domain Loop-Free
Alternates (LFAs) and not-via technology have been used for recovery upon the failure of
a default next-hop [47]. As a basic scheme, routers may use HELLO request to detect
whether a neighbor router is reachable. If a few intervals pass (e.g., can be within several
seconds) [48] and the sending router has not received an ACK, then a failure is detected.
In addition, with more advanced technologies such as Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
(BFD), the forwarding path failure can be detected within 50ms [49]. The basic FRR
schemes primarily consider how to bypass the failed nodes or links, and do not focus on
specific performance requirement. On the other hand, in Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS), resource reservation protocol (RSVP) traffic engineering (RSVP-TE) can be ap-
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plied on pre-established paths to provide guaranteed service. This technology can better
help in design of backup schemes. In addition to the normal MPLS paths for normal com-
munication, a second path from each node to the destination should also be setup in the
network. Certain amount of resources will be reserved for backup usage. With BFD, a
failure can be detected in real-time scale, and the failure will be reported in the network, to
all nodes that may use the affected paths (e.g., using multicast). As a result, each affected
node will be aware of the failure, and FRR will take place that backup paths are to be
used. By using the pre-established backup paths, packets can be quickly rerouted to their
destinations. The backup scheme may degrade link utilization a little, but it can signifi-
cantly improve the reliability of agent-based protection when failures occur, by dramatically
decreasing the convergence time (compared with traditional network convergence time of
tens of seconds) and considering end-to-end performance requirement.
2.4 Smart Relay Attacks and Protection
Backup protection mechanisms are integrated into relay protection systems to provide re-
dundancy if the primary protection does not work. Traditionally it is is considered more
important to make sure that power supply is available when needed [50]. In smart grid,
advanced communication technologies enable more promising protection schemes such as
agent-based protection and reputation-based trust relay protection. However, existing pro-
tection schemes focus more on reliability and efficiency rather than potential malicious cyber
attacks to the system. Different from the traditional mechanical or environmental threats,
a well-planned cyber attack can involve an intelligent adversary with the capability to bring
the system out of service [51]. With new technologies utilized, malicious attackers now have
more choices to disrupt the power system [3, 52, 53, 54]. More specifically, by exploiting
the potential vulnerability of protection schemes, attackers may penetrate the network and
gain access to critical system components [55, 56, 57]. In this section, we will review the
related work in relay protection schemes, and discuss their limitations.
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2.4.1 Category of Cyber Attacks
Cyber attacks in smart grid can be classified into the following four types [52, 53]:
Device Attack: device attack aims to compromise (control) one or multiple grid de-
vices. This attack is usually the initial step of a more sophisticated attack, in which the
compromised devices can be used to launch further attacks. For example, the compromised
circuit breaker may be used to trip a transmission line.
Data Attack: data attack attempts to modify critical data or command transmitted
in the network so that the accuracy of decision making may be degraded.
Privacy Attack: privacy attack aims to acquire private information. As detailed
information is collected periodically or in a real-time manner, this may reveal the critical
data of users and operators.
Network Availability Attack: availability attack usually takes place in the form of
Denial-of-Service (DoS). The goal is to consume communication and computation resources,
and cause delay in the processing of critical data.
2.4.2 Advanced Relay Protection Scheme
To enhance the reliability of relay protection operation, basic agent-based protection and
enhanced agent-reputation-based protection are proposed.
Basic Agent-based Relay Protection: modern microprocessor-based digital relays
enable us to develop agent-based relay protection schemes, which are more reliable and
efficient than traditional electromechanical ones [1, 2, 7, 58]. A relay in the system consists
of three main components: a software relay agent, a sensor measurement mechanism, and a
circuit breaker, as shown in Fig. 2.7. A relay agent can communicate with a control center
or peer relays to determine which action to take when relay sensors detect a potential issue.
Enhanced Agent-reputation-based Relay Protection: this reputation-based scheme
was developed to further improve the reliability of agent-based relay protection, by utilizing
communications and trust information [6, 7, 59] among peers in smart grid. Under P2P
protection mode, a relay agent periodically exchange messages with a set of preselected
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Figure 2.7: Agent-based Relay Protection Architecture.
relays in a protection area to monitor each other’s reading. Here, a protection area is used
for protecting a transmission line. It usually consists of two primary relays at each side
of the protected line, and several neighbor lines where its Zone 3 backup relays are lo-
cated. In the basic trust evaluation scheme proposed in [6], a relay uses the responsiveness
and consistency of peer replies to estimate the trustworthiness, e.g., using the number of
received updates within a given period to generate a trust value of each other based on
EigenTrust [60]. The update message includes the operational responses of conventional
relays, the status of circuit breakers, or the current and voltage values. The reputation of a
remote relay is then determined by the local agent at a relay, and is used to help make trip
decisions. (For potential advanced metrics, not examined in [6], a remote reading could be
compared with a local reading to further evaluate the trust value for the peer relay.)
2.4.3 Trip Confirmation in Reputation-based Relay Protection
Confirming a trip based on reputation is conducted in the following steps:
(i) When the sensor component of a primary relay detects a local fault, the primary relay
agent will immediately send a trip signal to its circuit breaker to trip the line, and send a
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request to another trusted Zone 3 relay (with a trust value above a threshold) to verify if
the line fault is viewed by the remote relay. If the response indicates the trip is incorrect,
the agent will reclose the circuit breaker, but a trip may already occur. In addition, if the
agent cannot get a response from a trusted remote relay, it will revert to a traditional relay
action with a regular delay.
(ii) If a relay protection component sends a trip signal to its circuit breaker indicating a
Zone 3 fault is detected, at least one trusted relay agent (either a primary relay or backup
relay agent) in the same protection area must detect a corresponding Zone 1 fault [1, 6].
This mechanism assumes that the trusted relays are not compromised and work normally.
As a result one reply from the trusted peers will be sufficient, even if there may be different
answers from other peer relays. In addition, this scheme may also speed up the decision
making process.
(iii) If a trip request is received by a relay agent from another trusted agent, whether
the relay operation is in progress (e.g., a fault is detected), if it is confirmed by a trusted
agent, the relay will trip the line. Normally, the trip request is sent from a primary relay to
its Zone 3 backup relays at the same side (facing the same direction as the primary relay).
According to the trust mechanism, one trusted reply is sufficient to continue the process.
2.4.4 Definition and Cause of Cascading Failure
In a cascading failure a triggering failure produces a sequence of secondary failures [61, 62].
A cascading failure usually starts from a minor failure, e.g., a transmission line trip or
short circuit, followed by a series of other components outages. If proper control is not
taken within a certain period of time, the contingency will soon spread through the power
grid and eventually results in serious consequences [63, 64]. In the initial stage of many
cascading failures, the malfunction of protection relays is one of the primary reasons - NERC
(North American Electric Reliability Council) studies of major disturbances have shown that
more than 70% of the major disturbances involved relaying systems, not necessarily as the
initiating event, but contributing to the cascading nature of the event [36].
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Initialized by one or more events, cascading outages can cause large-scale blackouts,
and result in massive disruptions of electricity service. The initial events are usually from
diverse sources, such as disturbances caused by natural disasters, human errors, or cyber
attacks. It has been reported that millions of cyber attacks can happen everyday [65], which
pose a tremendous challenge to the power system operation.
In summary, our work will investigate relay protection schemes from the perspective of
cyber security. We assume that smart devices can be compromised, if the attacker spends
certain amount of resources attacking the devices. Our focus is how the attacker can trip
transmission lines in power system by exploiting existing relay protection schemes, with
given amount of available resources. We identify several potential attack strategies, and
analyze their effects to relay agents.
2.5 Synchronized Routing
2.5.1 Service Framework
Supporting large-scale real-time applications across multiple domains is a challenging topic.
Since smart grid will connect geographically separated areas, and many of the critical ap-
plications (e.g., monitoring and protection) have “hard-requirement” for data latency, we
need to carefully design the SG communication network. A lot of researches have been
proposed to address the quality of service for data delivery across Internet, primarily based
on resource reservation. Two important service frameworks are: IntServ and DiffServ.
IntServ (Integrated Services) [8, 9] provides end-to-end guaranteed or controlled load
service on a per flow (individual or aggregate) basis, and requires the maintenance of per-
flow state at each router (e.g., per flow signaling messages). It also implements classification,
scheduling, and buffer management on the per-flow basis. Before the communication is set
up, RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) is used to reserve sufficient resources for a flow.
The key limitation of IntServ is scalability: maintaining per-flow state will be much more
difficult when the number of flows goes up.
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DiffServ (Differentiated Services) [8] is proposed to address the problems associated with
IntServ, which is based on a per-aggregate-class based service. DiffServ redefines the seldom
used bits in a packet header to be DSCP (Differentiated Service CodePoint). These bits are
then used to indicate the type-of-service (TOS) for a packet. In DiffServ, packets with the
same TOS will be treated as the same class. When a packet enters the DiffServ domain, the
boundary router updates the DSCP, then each core router within the domain will serve the
packet in a per-hop behavior (PHB) based on the DSCP bits. There is no need to maintain
per-flow state in DiffServ, which addresses the scalability problem of IntServ.
2.5.2 Scheduling Methods
The delay of a data packet consists of three parts: propagation, transmission, and queuing
delay. The propagation delay is related to the distance, the medium, and the speed of light.
The transmission delay is determined by the size of packet and the bandwidth of a link.
Today, with the advanced communication technology such as fiber optics, the propagation
and transmission delays are no longer the primary issues. The queueing delay is the wait-
ing time that a packet spends in a router until it is transmitted, and this part is usually
dominating the end-to-end delay of a packet. To control the queueing delay, various ser-
vice frameworks apply different scheduling policies. We summarize the existing scheduling
disciplines as following:
(1). First Come First Serve (FCFS) [66] is the simplest scheduling policy. It does not
consider any performance assurance but serves all packets in the order of their arrival times.
FCFS is the simplest mechanism to be implemented. Because of this, many communication
networks especially those focusing on providing best-effort still favor FCFS.
(2). Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [66, 67] provides good flow isolation, by
assuming that multiple flows are divisible and can be served simultaneously. Each flow i is
assigned a weight ωi. If there are N flows and the link capacity is C, flow i will be guaranteed
the rate of ri =
ωi∑N
j=1 ωj
· C. However, the assumption of GPS makes it impractical to be
realized since the service of data has to be packetized. To address this problem, Packetized
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Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS), also known as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) is
proposed to provide the approximation of GPS. The packets under PGPS are served in the
increasing order of their computed departure time under GPS.
(3). Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [68, 69] assigns each flow i a delay bound di. For a
packet arriving at time t0, it will be assigned the sending deadline of t0 +di. EDF applies a
greedy algorithm that packets are served in an increasing order of their assigned deadlines.
EDF is usually coupled with admission control or traffic shapers to isolate flows and provide
guaranteed rates.
(4). Modified First-in-First-out (FIFO+) [70] measures the average delay of packets
from different flows on each hop. For each packet i departing from hop j, the difference
between the particular delay seen by the packet and its class average delay is computed,
defined as service offset ai. Then at the next hop j + 1, assume the arrival time is t0, the
priority of packet i will be t0 +ai, which represents the time packet i “should have arrived”
according to average service.
(5). Coordinated EDF (CEDF) [71] is developed with the goal of minimizing end-to-end
delays with coordination between the deadlines on a packet’s path. The key is to determine
how to partition delay among all hops along a path. The limitation of CEDF is it is difficult
to provide predictable performance, and the allocation of total delay may not be suitable
for a dynamic network, or a path with link failures.
(6). Core-Jitter Virtual Clock (CJVC) [9] proposed as a mechanism for achieving guar-
anteed service without per-flow states at core routers. The key idea in CJVC is the dynamic
packet state that encodes scheduling parameters in each packet’s header at the time it ar-
rives at the edge routers. Each packet has an eligible time, and this time is no smaller than
the deadline of the previous packet from the same flow to ensure the service order.
(7). Coordinated Multi-hop Scheduling (CMS) [72, 73] exploits property of coordination,
in which excessive latency or unfairness incurred at an upstream node can be compensated
at a downstream node, or the priority of a packet that arrives ahead of scheduled time can
be reduced at a downstream node. The definition of CMS is as following: for a packet k
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i,1 j = 1
dki,j−1 + δ
k
i,j j > 1
where tki,1 is the arrival time of the packet at the first hop, and δ
k
i,j is a local adjustment vari-
able with a finite range. The adjustment variable is pre-determined based on the statistical
pattern of incoming traffic at each hop, thus its effect is limited in dynamic traffic.
In summary, the reservation-based methods have limitations due to their scalability,
as the number of real-time applications is greatly increased; meanwhile, these methods
are not always applicable in resource-constrained environments, e.g., wireless links in SG.
Coordination of routers have been examined in several projects, however, they only focus on
a local or partial view and have limited service adjustment ability. We will explore the global
synchronized time as a reference to address these existing issues, for both intra-domain
and cross-domain applications. As introduced in Chapter 6, two important aspects of
the proposed research are: synchronized delay measurement and routing/scheduling design
using the measurement. Our research will help provide real-time data delivery in smart




In this chapter we present the complete view of this dissertation, including three main
research areas: remote relay protection, attack on smart relay protection schemes, and
synchronized routing for predictable real-time communications.
First, we investigated agent-based relay protection in order to better understand how
protection systems in smart grid work, how network resources should be managed, and how
this enhanced protection can improve the reliability of smart grid. We proposed a basic
resource management scheme for Master Agent-based protection. Then we improved the
reliability of MA-based protection with backup paths. We further consider power system
information to help backup path selection to utilize network resources more efficiently. In
addition, we also proposed a resource management scheme and a backup scheme for P2P-
based protection. Our results show that certain amount of resources are required to support
MA-based protection, and system reliability is improved with the proposed backup scheme.
When power system information is applied, we can fulfill the reliability requirement with
less resources. Our evaluation also shows that P2P-based protection can achieve similar
system reliability as MA-based protection while using less resources.
Second, in addition to understanding relay protection system, we examined potential
cyber attacks on P2P agent-based protection schemes. Currently there is very little research
on the related area. We first investigated different attack strategies to understand how
direct and indirect attacks can affect relay agents. We also investigated how these attacks
can trigger cascading failures in the system. We analyzed the effects of these attacks to
understand how much damage can be achieved in the system. We observed that basic
agent-based protection schemes cannot effectively deal with malicious cyber attacks, while
a majority-based P2P protection can achieve certain improvement. We also investigated
reputation-based trust relay protection, and observed that this scheme can be exploited
by an attacker to target critical system components to trigger cascading failures, if the
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system defense strength is relatively low. Based on our observations, we proposed several
improvements to mitigate potential cascading damage due to cyber attacks on the reputation
schemes.
Third, many critical SG applications have strict delay requirements. In most existing
communication frameworks, data delivery latency is guaranteed using reservation based
methods (e.g., pre-allocation of network bandwidth), which usually result in low resource
utilization, and is hard to deal with network failures. As the number of real-time applica-
tions will be significantly increased, much higher bandwidth is required. Thus, enhancing
the resource utilization is critical for the scalability of SG. To address this problem, we pro-
posed a synchronized routing framework, utilizing the global synchronized time available
in SG. Our results demonstrate that the proposed scheduling method has larger adjustable
ability than existing scheduling methods, and can better fulfill the delay requirements of
real-time packets.
We outline the three research areas of the dissertation in the following, and more details
are presented in Sec. 3.1, Sec. 3.2, and Sec. 3.3:
1. Reliable Remote Protection for SG
• Basic protection scheme: different from previous work that assumes dedicated links
are used for protection, we first explore the problem of network resource management
in real world deployment for master-agent (MA) based protection schemes. We iden-
tify the requirements for protection applications and design corresponding resource
management schemes.
• Improvement for basic protection: considering multiple simultaneous failures are rare
in the network, we improve the resource utilization by focusing on single and two
hidden failures in the system. We also enhance the reliability by adding backup paths
in existing protection schemes.
• Power-aware protection: to better protect the system, the basic primary path selection
may choose the most reliable paths. However, as different buses and lines have dif-
ferent importance, we build backup paths for relays by considering system reliability
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requirement, in addition to the above topology-based methods.
• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) relay protection schemes: a single MA can be easily damaged
by disasters or cyber attacks, which will leave the system unprotected from hidden
failures. We investigate P2P schemes as each relay can make its own control decision.
We further investigate resource management for P2P relay protection.
2. Cyber Attacks on Relay and Protection
• Understanding potential cyber attacks: attacks can be conducted directly to critical
relay agents, or indirectly from neighbor agents. Furthermore, an attacker may also
target certain critical relay agents to trigger cascading failures. We will look into
the detailed attack process, and analyze the effects of these attacks, as well as their
resource requirements.
• Attack on reputation-based trust scheme: a basic agent-based protection can be im-
proved by introducing reputation-based trust. As a result, the efficiency of agent-
based protection can be further enhanced. However, current protection schemes focus
reliability and efficiency (e.g., faster response to occasional faulty behavior) rather
than handling deliberate attacks. We observe that even critical system components
are well protected, an attacker can still exploit the reputation protection schemes to
implement a cascading attack.
• Improvement to existing protection schemes: the trip decision for basic agent protec-
tion schemes can be improved by requiring confirmation from the majority number
of neighbors. We should also improve the defense strength of neighbor devices of the
critical components. In addition, trip requests to critical relay agents can be disabled
to increase the resistance of power grid to cascading-aware attacks.
3. Synchronized Data Delivery Architecture
• Limitation of existing work: smart grid applications require high quality data com-
munication networks. Existing solutions on data delivery primarily rely on over-
reservation of network resources, which results in low utilization and may not always
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feasible. They also cannot deal with large scale dynamic networks, e.g., a link may
fail. The global time synchronization provides us an unique opportunity to build a
new framework for real-time data delivery.
• Synchronized real-time transmission framework: in the communication network, know-
ing the approximate delay of a packet to a node helps us determine its proper data
service order at a router. The delay is defined as the time between the sending of a
packet from a source to the arrival at its destination. For a real-time packet, con-
sidering both its elapsed upstream delay and its estimated downstream delay will
help ensure the on-time delivery of the packet. Two key components in the proposed
framework are:
– Delay Measurement: with synchronized time, routers can estimate real-time de-
lay to each other and exchange their delay estimates in real-time. Upon receiving
an update, a router can determine the expected delay from the router to a des-
tination. The accuracy of measurement is critical to the real-time service.
– Routing and Scheduling: based on the synchronized information, the proposed
framework can help in two aspects: (1) By choosing a path with less potential
congestion to the destination. (2) When an output link is overloaded, we can
adjust the service order of output packets appropriately. Currently our work
focuses on the scheduling part.
3.1 Smart Remote Relay Protection
Motivation. As device failures due to aging, natural disasters, or malicious attacks can
cause serious damages to power system components and transmission lines, and generate
large disturbances across the systems, current power transmission systems use various local
relays and remote relays to isolate such failures and prevent disturbances from wide spread-
ing. Among these protection devices, distance relays (including remote Zone 3) are essential
to transmission lines for remote backup and broadly deployed in current systems [34, 35].
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However, over-sensitive remote Zone 3 relays caused certain unexpected trips and further
spread cascading failures in many cases [37, 39].
Although many solutions have been developed in traditional power systems to address
this issue [38, 40, 41], they failed to eliminate the problems. As shown in recent large scale
failures [37], these solutions did not stop the cascading failures due to remote relay failures
in many cases. And it is noticed that many failures were made worse by cascading outages,
which can be initiated by relatively small disturbances [62].
Existing Work and Limitation. The advanced communication network in SG en-
ables us to achieve more intelligent, effective, and precise control of power systems. In this
research direction, several agent-based solutions [1, 2] have been proposed to utilize SG
communications to deal with the false trips of Zone 3 relays. However, existing solutions
did not consider practical network issues and simply assumed dedicated communication
paths in ideal network conditions. Besides, more and more new SG control and monitoring
applications will be deployed across large areas for high efficiency, reliability, and intelligent
protection [17, 23, 74, 75], which will consume more network resources. Therefore, we have
to carefully assign and manage communication network resources to support operation of
more SG applications.
Our Contribution. We first present a static reservation scheme. This static reser-
vation is the baseline study because existing methods do not carefully consider resource
management. For a given power grid, we select a node to be the master agent (MA) for
protection control. We estimate the required network resource to support communication
between relays and the MA. The resource allocation is based on the time requirement before
a relay incorrectly trips a line. Through this step, we know whether a network can support
the protection application, and how many similar applications can be run simultaneously.
Furthermore, we improve the basic resource management scheme with smart reservation,
which considers the situation of only a single or two hidden failures in the system. The
motivation is to make bandwidth use more efficient. The evaluation results show significant
decrease in the amount of resources for reservation; and as the system becomes larger, the
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saving will be much more significant. We also improve the reliability of agent protection
by using backup paths for each of the reserved primary paths. Resource will be reserved
on the backup paths as well. With the help of backup paths, the most common single
communication link failure can be handled.
Third, we also consider the selection of primary path for better system reliability. Assume
different links have different reliability, by choosing the most reliable path from a relay to the
MA, we can minimize the failure probability of a primary path. Similar to the basic static
reservation, we need backup paths to enhance the reliability as well. We further improve the
resource utilization by considering requirement from power system aspects. By providing
differentiated backup protection to critical/non-critical buses and lines, we can save more
resources compared with using simple topological knowledge. With the assumption of a
single hidden failure in the system, we propose an improved protection scheme that saves
even more network resources.
Finally, in the centralized protection scheme, an MA node receives queries from other
relays and makes a decision based on the collected system data. This mechanism usually
works under normal conditions. However, since the MA is the single node responsible for
the protection decision, if it is shut down due to disasters or cyber attacks, the entire grid
protection application may fail, and false tripping of relays cannot be properly handled. To
address this problem, the idea of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based mechanism was discussed, but
not fully investigated. Since existing methods do not carefully consider resource manage-
ment or network conditions, we extend our MA-based resource management scheme, and
develop several P2P-based protection schemes and corresponding resource management
schemes. Similar to MA-based protection scheme, we explore the resource management
problem in P2P protection schemes, with different assumptions. We compare effects of
different backup schemes. The evaluation shows that with different system reliability re-
quirements, we can use different strategies to build backup paths to achieve more efficient
use of network bandwidth.
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3.2 Attack on Smart Relay Protection
Motivation. Electricity system is rather critical in nearly all aspects of our society. With
the integration of advanced computing and communication technologies, the Smart Grid is
expected to greatly enhance efficiency and reliability of future power systems. To achieve
the goal, different mechanisms have been proposed, such as agent-based protection, and
improved reputation-based relay protection. These protection schemes emphasize solutions
to accidental faulty behaviors of relays. With trust information applied, the decision making
may be more efficient and accurate when dealing with exposed hidden failures.
On the other hand, as millions of electronic devices are inter-connected via communi-
cation networks throughout critical power facilities, cyber security is becoming a more and
more critical issue, which can have a dramatic impact on the normal operation of power
grid. We should not only focus on improving the efficiency of protection system, but also ex-
amining their potential limitations, as such weakness may be utilized by malicious attackers
to disrupt the system.
Existing Work and Limitation. Existing relay protection schemes primarily focus on
the operation reliability of relays, e.g., whether there is a mechanical problem or whether a
command (such as breaker action message) can be sent normally. However, the assumption
of these improvements is that neighbor devices of a relay are indeed “trustworthy”, e.g.,
they are working at the normal state. In the current stage potential cyber attacks on
protection systems are not considered, which assumes (i) a relay agent is not manipulated,
and (ii) the communication network is operational. Because the trusted peer protection
agent handles situations using status verification and protection behavior confirmation,
this can be exploited by malicious attackers as well. For example, when a relay decides
(or is requested to trip a line), a single confirmation from a trusted peer agent is required
to confirm the action. Trusted relays are critical in protection, they may not be easily
compromised; however, agents are not absolutely immune to attacks neither.
Our Contribution. First, we investigate effects of different cyber attacks on agent-
based relay protection schemes, as there is very little research in this area, to the best
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of our knowledge. We characterize the potential attacks into three categories: random
attack, area-based attack, and cascading-aware attack. We divide the power system to a
set of protection areas, with each area containing a primary line and several backup lines.
We assume that a relay protection agent can be compromised if an attacker spends certain
amount of resources attacking the agent. The goal of the attacker is to disrupt the system by
tripping as many lines as possible. Attacks can also be classified as direct or indirect attacks
to relay agent. We analyze potential damages of these attacks to the system. Through the
analysis, we better understand how these attacks can affect the system. Our results show
that basic agent-based protection schemes can be exploited by attackers to produce more
damages than directed attacks.
Second, we observe that by using a majority-based confirmation rule, the damages of
attacking the basic agent protection can be significantly lowered. We also investigate the
attack on reputation-based protection. We notice that the weakness of existing reputation
schemes can be exploited by the attacker to compromise critical relays, and then trigger
cascading failures. We analyze the possibility of triggering cascading failures in the system
for both direct cascading attacks, and reputation-based cascading attacks. The results show
that if system defense is low, the reputation-based scheme may even make it easier for the
attacker to launch a cascading attack, either with a higher probability, or consuming less
resources. We consider that both the critical devices and their neighbor devices need a
higher defense level. In addition, the system can also disable trip requests to critical relays
for better security. This may degrade the efficiency a little, but can increase the difficulty
of deliberate cyber attacks that intend to trigger cascading failures.
3.3 Synchronized Real-time Data Delivery
Motivation. Smart grid is more than an energy network, it should provide intelligent
distribution and consumption, as well as diagnose, self-healing, and protection. These func-
tions are achieved mainly by the integration of information and communication technologies.
In smart grid, the communication network is responsible for gathering and routing data,
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monitoring all nodes and acting upon the data received. Our expectation of this data deliv-
ery network can be summarized as high performance, highly reliable, scalable, ubiquitous,
and secure.
Following several large blackouts around the world, there arises the need for a more
effective way to monitor, control and protect, so that incidents would not escalate and
cascade into a big collapse. The real-time feature is emphasized as a design requirement.
In this direction, one of the areas that has been rapidly gaining interests is the Wide Area
Monitoring Systems (WAMS). The core idea of WAMS is collecting critical data from a
large region of the power grid through the use of synchronized phasor measurement unit
(PMU), which takes synchronized measurements at rates of 30 to 120 samples per second.
IP-based networks are favored in turns of reduced cost, configuration complexity, and can
maximize the network scalability.
Existing Work and Limitation. Most of the WAMS applications have very strict
delay requirements for delivery. For example, PMU data should be delivered within 20ms.
The late arrival of some real-time data usually means the information will be of little use,
or there will be serious consequences due to delayed operations. This imposes a relatively
high requirement for the communication network. Traditionally, many methods have been
proposed based on the pre-estimation of application requirements and the corresponding
reservation of network resources. The reservation methods can be characterized as hard
guarantee and soft guarantee. Hard guarantee ensures each application is allocated with
dedicated and sufficient resources for communication, while soft guarantee manages re-
sources based on different application classes. Both methods have their limitations. Hard
guarantees usually result in a low utilization of network resources and less scalable infras-
tructure; while soft guarantees can not distinguish the data urgency among applications of
the same class, especially in complicated situations when the priority of applications must
be changed.
Our Contribution. We explore a new direction - the predictable real-time delivery. The
main idea is that each router in the communication network uses knowledge of the end-to-
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end delay estimation to determine the service priority of packets. As the knowledge is real-
time, it provides an accurate view of the network, and routers can work in a cooperative and
adaptive way. A few methods in the similar direction primarily focus on local adjustments
since they did not explore globally synchronized information. Without knowing the global
state, the adaptivity of transmission service can be limited. We identify the potential
improvements by using globally synchronized data. On one hand, the knowledge helps
determine the service order of packets when traffic congestion happens; on the other hand, it
may also help determine a path to the destination with less potential congestion. We choose
a global time as the reference, thus the time synchronization technology is the fundamental
component to build this framework. As smart grid is designed to have a precision time
resolution, the synchronization technology is integrated in most critical areas, and it can be
used by the proposed communication network. We have proposed a synchronized routing
framework and evaluated the effectiveness of its scheduling scheme. Our results show that
our scheduling scheme has a larger adjustment range than existing scheduling schemes, and
can better fulfill the delay requirements of real-time data.
In summary, first we developed resource management schemes for smart remote relay
protection. Second, we investigated the potential cyber attack and defense for relay pro-




SMART REMOTE RELAY PROTECTION
In power grids, distance relays are widely used to protect the transmission lines from
short circuit faults. However, some over-sensitive remote relays were tripped due to various
reasons and generated cascading failures in recent large scale blackouts. In smart grids, as
digital relays with advanced microprocessors will take the places of traditional relays, several
protection methods have been proposed to deal with false trips. These methods show great
potential but do not address problems related to the communication networks. In this
chapter, we propose several network resource management schemes using both network
topology and power system information to improve the reliability of protection system.
4.1 Background
In the emerging smart grid, many intelligent devices are employed to monitor and control
power system components, which allows us to achieve more effective protection for dealing
with the false trips of remote relays. These devices communicate with power control systems
on real-time networks, provide instant system status, and conduct precise control. In this
research direction, agent-based protection systems have been designed [1, 2] to utilize SG
real-time communications to prevent the false trips of remote relays. The existing methods
simply use TCP/UDP transport protocols to deliver monitor and control messages without
bandwidth and delay guarantees, and simply assumed ideal dedicated communication net-
work paths. They did not address practical network issues due to many potential errors such
as simple traffic congestion, routers/links errors or misconfigurations, or malicious attacks
that cause bandwidth and delay violations on communication paths. Meanwhile, more and
more SG applications and services are being developed and deployed, thus we cannot simpy
assume a dedicated network without failures.
To fill this gap, we first focused on methods for basic network resource management
for ensuring bandwidth and delay guarantees, and we further propose a simple backup
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method [10]. We also designed a power-aware protection scheme [12] by exploiting known
information about power systems in order to define power line priorities based on their
importance. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, there are two types of agent-based
protection schemes — the Master Agent (MA)-based and P2P-based schemes. They have
different resource reservation requirements. We also investigate the the resource manage-
ment in P2P schemes [11].
4.2 MA-based Resource Management
4.2.1 Basic Reservation Scheme
Existing agent-based protection schemes assume an ideal network and do not consider re-
source management. Here we present a basic solution to reserve network bandwidth for
each application in the MA scheme to address the potential network congestion issues. We
will use this scheme as a baseline and propose several improved schemes. In such a scheme,
we first determine a location to put the MA on a network and then figure out the corre-
sponding reservations on each communication link for each Zone 3 protection relay. We use
a hop-distance heuristic to locate the MA at approximate the center of the topology. When
we build a spanning tree of the topology with the MA as the root, we make the tree have the
minimum height. For the ease of discussion, we assume that all links have the same weight
and identical capacity. We use B to denote the entire set of buses for a power transmission
network. Then, we sort the buses in B based on their hop counts to the MA in a decreasing
order. For bus b ∈ B, we identify the set of power transmission lines Lb that connect b with
other buses; for power line l ∈ Lb, we then find the set of relays Rl associated with this line,
including both primary and backup relays. In an agent-based protection process, four steps
between a relay r and the MA introduce communication delays: (i) A query is sent from a
Zone 3 protection relay r to the MA, when it sees a temporary issue (e.g., a voltage surge);
(ii) Once the MA receives the query from r, the MA checks with other related relays {r′:
r′ ∈ Rl and r′ 6= r}; (iii) A response is sent from each r′ to the MA; (iv) the MA makes a
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decision based on the responses and sends its decision to r. To avoid a false trip at r, the
total delay for the above four steps cannot exceed the delay requirement configured at r.
As we know the delay requirement from a relay to the MA, we can ensure the transmission
delay via link capacity reservation.
We determine the delay requirement from a relay to the MA based on the following
procedure. For l ∈ Lb, we find two relays r1 and r2 from Rl, who have the largest and the
second-largest hop count hr1 and hr2 to the MA, respectively. (When network links have
different capacities, we can then use the minimum path delay for this step.) The delay
requirement of Zone 3 protection of each relay is initialized to a default value D0. (For
ease of illustration, we assume that all Zone 3 relays have the same requirement. However,
the requirement of each relay could be different constants, and we can represent them as
D0(ri) for relay ri.) To ensure the delay requirement in the Zone 3 protection procedure, we
proportionally divide the total delay requirement between these two relays: in case that one
is a Zone 3 relay starting the query process and another is among the relays that respond




the delay requirement between r2 and the MA is set to d2 =
hr2 ·D0
2(hr1+hr2 )
. For other relays
of l, their round trip delay requirements are set as no larger than d2, because their path
lengths to the MA are equal or smaller than the length from r2 to the MA. There is no
need to make the other relays to respond faster than r1 and r2. (As a relay may be used
to protect multiple different lines, it may have different settings. In general, we use the
minimal setting of a relay as its preset delay for Zone 3 protection.) The delay assignment
algorithm is given in Algorithm. 1.
Once we have the delay assignment for each relay, we can then reserve corresponding
bandwidth on the path from the relay to the MA. As the path has hr hops from a relay r
to the MA, we equally divide the path delay requirement dr at each hop as per hop delay
requirement dr/hr, as in many existing methods. (We will further discuss other advanced
assignment methods in the next section based on more concrete system requirements for
comparison.) For ease of illustration, we assume all the request and response packets have
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Algorithm 1 Delay Requirement Assignment Algorithm for Zone 3 Protection Relays.
Input: Transmission Line set L of a Power Network and Delay requirements for Zone 3
relays
Output: Delay Assignment D for Zone 3 Relays
Method:
1: for each relay r in the system do
2: dr =∞ . Initialize all delay assignments of relays
3: end for
4: for each line l ∈ L do
5: Find relay r1 and relay r2 in Rl . Find two relays furthest from the MA with hop
counts hr1 and hr2
6: determine d1 for r1 and d2 for r2
7: if dr1 > d1 then . dr1 is the current assignment for r1
8: dr1 = d1 . Assign a new delay requirement to r1
9: end if
10: if dr2 > d2 then . dr2 is the current assignment for r2
11: dr2 = d2 . Assign a new delay requirement to r2
12: end if
13: for each relay r ∈ Ll and r 6= r1 and r 6= r2 do
14: if dr > d2 then . dr is the current assignment




the same size of L0. Then, the capacity to be reserved at each communication link l on the
path j from r to the MA is: Crsv(l, j) =
L0·hr
dr
, where dr is the delay assignment of relay
r obtained based on Algorithm. 1. When we consider that k paths from different relays
share a link, the total reservation on a communication link l is denoted as Crsv(l)
Total =∑k
j=1Crsv(l, j), where Crsv(l, j) is the reservation for r whose path j contains link l, and k is
the total number of paths containing link l. We present the bandwidth reservation algorithm
in Algorithm. 2. Note that this requirement is only for a single protection application.
As we mentioned, with the development of SG, more control and monitoring applica-
tions will be deployed, such as the Zone 3 protection or Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU)
applications. When we have to support many real-time applications, the reservation with
the above scheme will quickly grow in proportional to the number of applications. Given
a network with fixed network link capacity, we can find out how many applications can be
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Algorithm 2 Bandwidth Reservation Algorithm for Zone 3 Protection Relays.
Input: Relay Zone 3 Delay Assignment D.
Output: Bandwidth Reservations on Link Set L.
Method:
1: for each network link l ∈ L do
2: brsv(l) = 0;
3: for each path from r to the MA containing link l do
4: brsv(l) = brsv(l) + Crsv(l, r);
5: end for
6: end for
support on the network. As we know, there are many potential applications that have the
similar or higher level of traffic requirements as Zone 3 protection. Zone 3 protection is just
one of many control and protection schemes.
4.2.2 Improved Reservation Scheme
When using the static method presented in the above, the number of applications that can be
assigned on a linke l is determined asMIN{ Cl∑Crsv(l)}, where Cl is the total capacity of link l.
For example, in the 39-Bus system, assume the corresponding communication link capacity
is 5T1 (1.544Mbps · 5), for all links [33]. Then on such a system, if consider all applications
to be the same priority such as Zone 3 protection, with similar reservation requirements, we
can then support at most 26 such applications on this system; for many other applications
(such as PMU applications) that usually have high bandwidth requirements, only a few
real-time applications can be supported on this network.
We also consider more specific conditions in practical systems to further improving
network efficiency. In general, we usually see very few relay errors simultaneously. In most
cases, we often have a single failure in the system. As a result, only one protection area
is involved in communications with the MA. In such a single failure case, we do not have
to reserve bandwidth for all relays at the same time, instead we reserve the maximum
bandwidth requirement if multiple relay-to-MA paths are overlapping on a link. Given the
system topology, for each power transmission line lp, we can identify its protection area that
includes a set of relays Rs that are responsible for the protection. We divide these relays into
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two sets: primary relay set Rp and backup relay set Rb. In general, a relay knows which line
it is monitoring. Then for a transmission line, the abnormal reading at a backup relay will
result in a fixed set of relays Rs communicating with the MA. (As primary relays will take
actions almost immediately when abnormal readings are detected, in general they do not
need to consult the MA for making a decision.) Notice that usually a communication link l
is shared by different subtrees that the reservation on the link should fulfill the requirement
of all subtrees. However, due to the high requirement of the reliability of power system, a
single failure at a relay is the most common error so that not all relays in the subtrees have
data to send.
We provide an example for demonstration. Fig. 4.1 shows the IEEE 13-Bus system,
and Fig. 4.2 shows two protection areas for the system. Area 1 and Area 2 are partially
overlapped protection areas for power transmission lines Line1 and Line2, respectively. The
two target transmission lines are marked as the red bold line between r3 and r4 and the
green dotted line between r1 and r2. Here we have seven relays: four relays only belong
to Area 1 (red rectangles r3, r5, r8, and r10); one relay only belongs to Area 2 (the green
triangle r2); and two relays are used in both areas (blue solid rectangles r1 and r4). Assume
for relay ri, the required capacity on a link l is brsv,i(l). On communication link Line5,
Area 1 needs a bandwidth reservation of
∑
i=1,3,4,5,8,10




brsv,i. Under the condition of single relay failure, only one area would
communicate with the MA across communication link Line5, although this link is on the
paths for all seven relays to the MA. When any of Zone 3 relays {r1, r5, r8, r10} sends a
request to the MA, traffic will be generated for protection Area 1. For protection Area 2,
r4 is the only Zone 3 relay. It may send a request to the MA due to abnormal readings on
Line1. It is obvious that reserving the larger requirement of these two areas on the link will
achieve the protection of both areas.
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Figure 4.1: IEEE 13-Bus System.
Figure 4.2: Example of Protection Areas.
4.2.3 Better Reliability with Backup Paths
In real-world deployment, the system faces various issues due to the unreliability of com-
munication networks, such as link failures, natural disasters, or configuration errors. When
power devices have problems, the co-located communication network usually also experi-
ences difficulties. Although these failures may seldom occur, they are very hard to com-
pletely eliminate. The ideal network conditions (assumed in the previous methods for trans-
mitting queries and responses) are compromised in such situations. The delay guarantee for
such messages may be violated because the communication paths may not always available.
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To support these critical data exchange, we propose to use backup paths to address this
issue in order to further improve the effectiveness of agent-based Zone 3 protection.
Algorithm 3 Backup Path Algorithm for Zone 3 Protection Relays.
Input: All Communication Links Lc and Network Topology.
Output: Backup Path Set Pb with Bandwidth Reservation
Method:
1: for each link l ∈ Lc do . Single link failure can be handled
2: Identify primary path set Pa affected by the failure of l
3: for each p ∈ Pa do
4: Find a shortest backup path for p (The backup path may consist of two parts:
the part not overlap with p and the one overlap with p)
5: For relay r associated with path p, decide how to divide delay requirement D0
at each hop i on its backup path pbp(r)
6: for each hop i along the backup path pbp(r) do
7: li is the forward link from hop i to the MA
8: Set delay requirement at i using link weight wi as Dr(i) = D0 · wi∑
i∈p wi
9: Reserve bandwidth at li is Brsv(i) =
L
Dr(i)
10: if li is not overlapped with the primary path of r then
11: Set reservation Crsv(i) = Brsv(i)
12: else
13: Identify the reservation Crsv,pr on the primary path
14: set reservation for r as Crsv(i) = max{Brsv(i), Crsv,pr(i)} . Primary





Algorithm. 3 shows how we conduct backup paths for primary paths. First, for each
relay has a backup path, we need to ensure that the communication network can support
this. Because we assume the communication network has the similar topology as the power
network, a bus may only have a single path to the MA. Thus, for these buses, we need to
add a few more communication links to form a second path for the relay, which is different
from its primary path. After finding a shortest backup path p, we design different methods
to divide the delay requirement from a relay to the MA along that backup path. The
first method is to equally divide the delay requirement at each hop, as in the basic delay
assignment for primary paths. The second method considers the hop distance from a relay
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, where hp(i) is
the hop count from hop i to the MA. The motivation is that communication links closer to
the MA usually are shared by more paths than those further away from the MA. The third
method considers the loads of different links on a path. We first compute the proportion of
available capacity on link li ∈ p as a(li) = 1− Crsv(li)C(li) , where Crsv(li) is the reserved capacity
on link li and C(li) is the total capacity. Here link li is the forward link from hop i to MA.




. The last method is to consider
both hop distance and link load in the delay assignment. We first follow the above steps to
get the weights based on hop distance and link load, denoted as wi,dst and wi,load. We then
calculate the combined weight at hop i as wi = wi,dst ·wi,load. After we have the weight for
each hop/link, we can devide the delay requirement at a link i as Dr(i) = D0 · wi∑
j∈p wj
4.3 Power-aware MA-based Protection
Motivation. Without network link failures, a primary path is able to handle the query
process. However, in practical networks, links may fail. We need to deal with such failures
for remote relay protection. As a single link failure is the most common case, we can
handle it by using a backup path that is completely not overlapping with the primary path.
However, there are several limitations in the backup scheme: (1) The network topology
may not have another path that is a completely different from the primary path of some
buses. (2) The length of a non-overlap backup path is often relatively long: for a fixed path
delay, a longer path means a short delay and more bandwidth use at each link on the path,
which is inefficient and may create unnecessary hot spots in the network. (3) A link on a
non-overlap backup path may not have enough capacity to support the backup requirement.
The first and the second limitation can only be fixed by changing network topology, thus we
focus on the third limitation and we propose to utilize power system information to select
backup paths and manage resources more effectively.
Assume we have historical data about a power network. Therefore, we know which
power line carries more load and how likely it may fail, and we can assign a priority to
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each power line. Using such information, we can then decide how to allocate the limited
network resources to maximize the system reliability. However, since we do not have such
information available in this project, we then use PowerWorld Simulator to generate such
information as presented in the following.
Based on such known information of power systems, we use Pf (S | linei) to denote
the probability that tripping a power line leads to a system failure in simulation. As such
data give us the importance of power lines, we can prioritize them in protection. Assume
there are Nl lines that may result in system failures. We equally divide the total system




for each of them. From the following equation
Pf (S ∩ linei) = Pf (S | linei) · Pf (linei) (4.1)
we have:
Pf (linei) =
Pf (S ∩ linei)
Pf (S | linei) (4.2)
Consider that the failure of a line is usually due to the false trip of a relay at one of the
two ends of the line. Then we can equally divide the requirement of Pf (linei) to the relays
at two ends of the line. For a remote protection relay, when it sees a temporary issue, it
sends an query to the MA and waits for the MA’s response. If the query cannot reach the
MA or the decision from the MA cannot be received by the relay within the required time,
a false trip may happen. This case occurs if both a primary path and its backup path of a
relay fail at the same time. Under the single link failure assumption, this only happens if
the failed link are used by both paths. We can define the probability as:













Algorithm 4 Backup Path Selection Algorithm for Buses
Input: Bus Set B and Communication Link Set Lc.
Output: Backup Path for Each Bus.
Method:
1: for each bus ui ∈ B do
2: Find the smallest false trip probability P relay false tripmin for relays on ui
3: Calculate the minimum required failure probability for a backup path of ui as:
4: if ui does not have critical relays then
5: Set Pf,req(ui) = 1
6: else




9: Find all backup paths set Pbp to MA that are different from the primary path
10: Sort paths in Pbp based on hop count in an ascending order
11: Start from the first path in Pbp
12: for each backup path p ∈ Pbp do
13: Compute the overlap link setNol between ui’s primary path and p, then Calculate
P the overlap linksf
14: if P the overlap linksf ≤ Pf,req(ui) then




where Nol is the set of overlap links between the primary and backup paths of the relay.
Thus our goal is to find a backup path that has P the overlap linksf and can meet the minimum
requirement of P relay false trip. (Similar to finding a primary path, we find a backup path
for a bus, instead for its relays.) The backup path selection procedure is presented in
Algorithm. 4. After a backup path is selected, resources are also reserved on the path, as
shown in Algorithm. 5. In case that a link does not have enough capacity to support all
backup paths on it, the reservations are carried out with a specified order. For power lines
that may blackout the system, their remote relays are “critical” and will be first considered.
If a line is not expected to crash the system, we consider the consequence of tripping this
line less important. The goal is to ensure that we can fulfill “critical” relays’ requirement
as much as possible.
Usually a bus contains more than one remote protection relays. We observe that many of
the relays are used to protect different power lines. From this observation, we notice that it is
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Algorithm 5 Backup Path Bandwidth Reservation Algorithm for Remote Protection Re-
lays.
Input: Zone 3 Relay Set R, Delay Assignment D, and Relay Query Packet Size SI .
Output: Backup Path Bandwidth Reservations on Link Set L.
Method:
1: For each relay r ∈ R, find the powerline lp it is located on and assign the probability
Pf (system | lp) as the weight of relay r
2: Sort the set R using the weight assigned in the above step in a descending order
3: Start from the first relay in R
4: for each relay r ∈ R do
5: Devide its delay requirement D on each link of its backup path Pbp(r), for link i, its
assigned delay is d(i)
6: for each network link l ∈ Pbp(r) do
7: Current reservation on l is brsv(l), total capacity of l is C(l)
8: Required capacity by relay r at link l is Cbp(l, r) = SI/d(l)
9: if l is also used in the primary path of relay r then
10: Reservation of primary path on l is Cpr(l, r)
11: if Cpr(l, r) ≤ Cbp(l, r) then
12: Cbp(l, r) = Cbp(l, r)− Cpr(l, r)
13: else
14: Cbp(l, r) = 0
15: end if
16: end if
17: if brsv(l) + Cbp(l, r) ≤ C(l) then




possible to further reduce the required network resources. A bus may have multiple remote
relays for protecting different power lines. In common cases, they will not simultaneously
communicate with the MA. This provides us another opportunity to further reduce the
required bandwidth on communication links. Assume only one relay experiences a hidden
failure or only one power line has disturbances. For example, in the IEEE 39-bus system,
only bus 26, 28, and 29 have two remote relays protecting the same line; remote relays on
other buses all protect different power lines. In this case, we only need to reserve bandwidth
for relay ri with the most strict delay requirement on a bus. Because other relays on that
bus do not have delay requirements as high as ri, the reserved capacity is sufficient for them
to communicate with the MA.
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4.4 P2P-based Protection
In the master-based relay protection, the MA receives a query from a substation relay and
makes a decision based on system states whether the relay should trip or not, and then sends
the decision back to the query relay. Under normal network conditions, this mechanism
works properly. However, as the MA is the only node responsible for making decisions, if it
is shut down due to cyber-attacks or physical damages, the entire power system will lose the
centralized protection, and relays may trip and cause unforeseen instability in the system.
As modern relays are powerful devices, we propose to use a P2P mechanism to deal
with the potential unavailability of MA. The key observation is that a relay usually only
need to check with a small group of related relays to protect a line. In this scheme, a relay
at a substation communicates with other related relays about the state of local and remote
power lines. With these responses, the relay can make a justified decision by itself whether
to trip or not. An obvious advantage of this scheme is that the average response delay is
much shorter than the master-based scheme, because a relay usually only asks other relays
nearby, much closer than the MA. (This advantage may be elaborated when a relay need to
make a very quick decision for special cases, even when the MA is still available.) As in the
MA-based scheme, we also build both primary paths and backup paths for the P2P-based
schemes.
Building Primary Path in P2P-based Schemes. The process is as following:
(1). Identify Related Relays and Form a Peer Group. For each transmission
line, we need first identify the set of related primary and remote relays for a power line and
form a relay peer group for the line, as in Sec. 4.2.2.
(2). Make a Decision. When the query relay receives replies from other peers, it uses
a voting scheme to decide the action. For example, if relays with positive confirmations
outnumber relays that do not see the fault, the query relay will assume that there is a real
fault in the transmission line, and will trip the line when its primary relay fails to do so;
otherwise, it assumes no fault.
(3). Build Primary Path for Each Relay. We have the following assumptions here.
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(i) A relay will communicate with all other related peers. (ii) At one moment, there is only
one hidden failure exposed [9], e.g., one relay has abnormal reading. Moreover, if there is
only one hidden failure in the system, a single response from a peer is sufficient to make
the decision. (iii) At this step, the effect of link failure to the protection is not considered;
and we will discuss backup schemes in the following.
With the proposed P2P scheme, even if the MA is not available unexpectedly, relays in
the system are still able to make correct decisions to prevent the false trips of power lines.
In the P2P scheme, we have two types of delays: (i) the (maximum) delay to send a
query to other related relays, and (ii) the (maximum) delay for other relays to send their
responses back to the query relay. The round trip delay should not exceed a pre-defined
time period D0 to avoid false trips. To make sure the decision can be made within the
required time period D0, we need to reserve network resources for a path from a relay to
another peer relay. The relay delay requirement to and from a peer relay can be set to D0/2.
Assume the path consists of H hops and each query has size L0, the required resource on
each link is L0/(
D0/2
H ).
Backup Path for P2P Schemes. As in the master-based scheme, the P2P scheme can
also use backup paths to deal with communication path failures. Unlike the master-based
scheme where the reservation is required between each bus and the master agent, in the
P2P scheme, we can reduce the network usage by answering the following questions: (1).
Does the P2P scheme need to backup for all of its primary paths between peer relays? (2).
For the backup path used in the P2P scheme, whether to use overlapped or non-overlapped
paths? For the first question, we consider that a minimum of two replies is sufficient for
the query relay to make a decision, given the fact that two relays have hidden failures
simultaneously is very low [1]. In addition, in [43], it is considered that, if the system
is not in a “stressed state”, which means the system is not close to unstable operational
conditions, a relay can even make a decision without the responses from other peer relays.
For the second question, due to the specific topology of a system, non-overlap paths can
be much longer than the normal paths, especially for the P2P scheme in which primary
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paths are mostly just a few hops. As an alternative, overlapping backup paths may be used
if we can still meet the system requirement. The advantage is obvious: overlapping paths
are shorter, thus consume less network resources at each link. The backup path selection
process and the resource reservation process are shown in Algorithm. 6 and Algorithm. 7.
Note that since some relays are protecting multiple lines, for example, ri and rj protect
linek and linel simultaneously, then they can both be used as a backup protection relay pair
for the two lines. In this way, when we protect linek with ri and rj , we only need to find
one additional backup path for protecting linel, which save resources instead of using two
different backup paths.
Algorithm 6 Backup Path Selection Algorithm for P2P Schemes
Input: Power Line Set Lp, Communication Link Set Lc and Required Backup Path Number
Nu.
Output: Backup Paths Between a Relay and Its Peer Relays.
Method:
1: Initially there is no backup path for any relay in the system
2: for each power line ln ∈ Lp do
3: Find all Zone 3 remote backup protection relays Rb and primary protection relays
Rp
4: For each relay, set the number of required backup peers as N ′ = Nu . For each
relay, we hope it has backup paths to Nu peers
5: for each relay ri ∈ Rb do
6: Denote peer relays of ri as R
′
i = (Rb ∩Rp) + ri
7: Denote the current backup peers of ri, whose backup paths already found, as
Rx, its size is Nx
8: if Nx ≥ Nu then
9: Continue to next relay in Rb
10: else
11: We still need to find N ′i = Nu −Nx number of backup peers
12: end if
13: for relay rj in Rx do
14: Exclude rj from R
′
i . We already have backup path to rj
15: end for
16: Find N ′i number of peers from R
′
i, which have the shortest hop count paths as
the backup peers of ri . The paths between each of the found relay and ri
should be different from their primary paths, they can have overlapped links with the




Algorithm 7 Backup Path Bandwidth Reservation Algorithm for P2P Schemes
Input: Relay Zone 3 Delay Assignment D0, Power Line Set Lp, Communication Link Set
Lc.
Output: Backup Path Reservation for Each Relay and Its Backup Peers.
Method:
1: For each communication link l ∈ Lc, its reservation is brsv(l)
2: for each power line ln ∈ Lp do
3: Find all Zone 3 remote backup protection relays Rb and primary protection relays
Rp
4: for each relay ri ∈ Rb do
5: for each relay rj ∈ (Rb ∩Rp) and ri 6= rj do
6: if rj is not a backup peer of ri OR path between rj and ri is already reserved
then
7: Continue to next relay
8: end if
9: Denote the path from ri to ri as path




. L0 is the packet size
11: for each link l ∈ path do
12: C(l) is capacity of l
13: if l is also used in the primary path of ri and rj then
14: The primary path reservation on l is Cpr,rsv(ri, l)
15: Cbp,rsv(ri, l) = max
(
Cbp,rsv(ri, l)− Cpr,rsv(ri, l), 0
)
16: end if
17: if brsv(l) + Cbp,rsv(ri, l) ≤ C(l) then






Performance Analysis. We can compute the failure probability of a power system,
Pf (S), as shown in Equation. 4.4 ∼ 4.6. We assume that the false trips of one critical
line will result in a system failure, and there are different critical lines under different
system load states. The total failure probability of the system is the sum of probability
{system fails and linei fails}. Then, based on the known historical information of a power
system, we use Pf (S | linei) to denote the conditional probability that tripping a power line
leads to a system failure in simulation. With the above data given, the Pf (S∩ linei) will be
determined by the probability that a power line is falsely tripped, denoted as Pf (linei). As
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we have mentioned before, the malfunction of Zone 3 remote relay is a common reason for
false trips. With the deployment of agent-based protection, under normal conditions, we
can deal with such potential malfunctions. However, the failure still exists if either of the
primary relays on a power line cannot obtain correct responses from the MA or other peers.
Thus, the probability directly relates to the false trip probability of a relay, P relay false trip,
as in Equation. 4.6, where relayi,1 and relayi,2 are the two relays at each end of linei
(assume each time only one relay is exposed to a hidden failure). We will see that different
primary and backup paths selection will affect the false trip probability of a relay as shown




Pf (S ∩ linei) (4.4)
Pf (S ∩ linei) = Pf (S | linei) · Pf (linei) (4.5)
Pf (linei) = P
relayi,1 false trip + P relayi,2 false trip (4.6)
4.5 Performance Evaluation
4.5.1 Comparison of Basic and Smart Schemes
We first present the numerical result to demonstrate the advantage of the smart reservation
scheme, compared with the basic scheme. As shown in Fig. 4.3a, we considered five different
power systems, ranging from IEEE 13-bus, 24-bus, 39-bus, and 57-bus, to 118-bus. The
top curve shows the maximum bandwidth reservation required for the basic scheme. The
bottom curve shows the maximum bandwidth reservation of the proposed smart scheme.
(The middle curve is for the double hidden failure case, as explained in Subsection 4.5.2.)
Clearly, the larger the power network, the more link bandwidth the smart scheme can save,
compared with the basic scheme. Furthermore, Fig. 4.3b shows the percentage of bandwidth
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saved by the smart scheme compared with the basic scheme, ranging from 37% to almost
90%.
(a) Bandwidth Requirement
(b) Improvement of the Smart Scheme
Figure 4.3: Comparison of Static and Smart Reservation on Five Power Systems.
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4.5.2 Dealing with Simultaneous Hidden Failures
Using the Master agent in the power system helps us prevent false relay trips due to hidden
failures. When a power device has hidden failures, it does not mean that it is totally
damaged; instead, only some of its normal functionalities are out of order. Due to the high
reliability requirement of power systems, a device are built to work for a long period of
time without maintenance. For example, its mean time to failure (MTTF) should be higher
than 100,000 hours [76] while its mean time to repair (MTTR) is about 1 hour [77]. This
yields a rather low device failure probability of 10−5. However, the probability for hidden
failures is much higher, e.g., the hidden failure probability of a line is given as 10−2 [36]. If
we assume hidden failures are mostly triggered by Zone 3 relays [41, 37], then the hidden
failure probability of a line can be represented as:
P (HF of a line) = 1− P (a relay is normal)k.
Assume we have k Zone 3 relays for this line. We analyzed the five power systems (IEEE 13-
bus to 118 bus systems), and found that the average number of Zone 3 relay per transmission
line is between 3.1 to 5.6. Plugging into the above formulas, we have the hidden failure
probability at the level of 10−3 per line. We can see that the case of three simultaneous
relay hidden failures is rare (about 10−9). So, we do not have to consider three or more
simultaneous hidden failures. As current power grid reliability requirements ranges from
”three nines” (99.9%) to ”five nines” (99.999%) [78], we still have to investigate the cases
where two hidden failures simultaneously happen in the system. To address this issue, we
extend the smart reservation scheme to deal with two simultaneous failures. Instead of
reserving bandwidth for the maximum requirement on a link for multiple overlapped relay-
to-MA paths, we reserve bandwidth for top-two requirements among these paths. We show
the results of this scheme as the middle curve in Fig. 4.3a. The maximum reserved capacity
on a link is a little higher than the single-hidden-failure case.
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4.5.3 Effectiveness of Backup Schemes
We use the IEEE 39-bus system (Fig. 4.4) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the backup
scheme. The 39-bus system has 34 transmission lines and all buses connected by these lines
have at least two paths to the MA, except bus 19. As we assume the communication links
follow the pattern of power lines, we can find backup paths on this network for most relays.
For bus 19, we add a communication link between bus 19 and bus 21 for the reliability
purpose. Assume bus 21 is the closest bus for bus 19. All links have an identical capacity of
1.5Mbps. Assume that the failure probability of a communication link is about 10−5 [79],
which is rather close to the system failure requirement. Thus, the main consideration of
backup paths here is to handle a single link failure.
Figure 4.4: IEEE 39-Bus System [1].
We can further improve the above backup scheme with the smart reservation scheme,
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as we usually only see a single link failure. To deal with such a single failure, within a set
of power lines, we find out the one that requires the largest capacity on a specified link
and make a corresponding bandwidth reservation. Notice that since a backup path may
be longer than a primary path, the per-hop reservation for a backup path may also be
larger. We evaluate such a scheme on the IEEE 39-bus system, and summarize the results
of maximum link reservation in Table. 4.1. For the cases in the first row, we add up the
reservations of all relays on a link; for the second row, we reserve link bandwidth under the
assumption of single hidden failure. The four columns are corresponding to the four delay
weight assignment methods discussed in the above. We can see that, in general, the smart
backup scheme requires much less capacity than the basic backup scheme. In the basic
backup scheme, the hop distance and link load both help reduce bandwidth by lowering the
maximum bandwidth reservation on links. For the smart scheme, the equal division and
the load-based delay assignment outperform the other two.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Maximum Link Reservation for Basic and Smart Backup Schemes.
Equal Hop Link Combination
Division Distance Load
Basic (Kbps) 835 790 741 729
Smart (Kbps) 85 153 76 149
4.5.4 Building Power System Knowledge
To build power system knowledge, we use the PowerWorld simulator [80] to obtain the
conditional probability Pf (S | linei). As we know, more reactive loads cause more system
losses, and result in various instability issues which may lead to system failures. We follow
the methods used in [81, 82], and gradually increase the reactive loads of all PQ buses that
have non-zero reactive loads, by setting loadnew = loadbase · (1 + x). The increase step
of x is 10% of the base load each time. At each system load setting, we examine system
contingency by tripping a random selected power transmission lines to check if the system
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fails (shown as a blackout in PowerWorld). We vary x in a range of (0, 3.3), because a
blackout usually happens when x ≥ 3.4, even if we do not trip any line. As a result, we
have Pf (S | linei) =
∑3.3
k=0 P (x = k) · Ifailure(linei), where Ifailure(linei) equals to 1 if
a system failure happens; otherwise, it is 0. For linei whose tripping may cause system
failures, we obtain its Pf (S | linei) based on the above procedure, as shown in Table.4.2.
We use these data for optimizing backup path selection later.
Table 4.2: Pf (S | linei) Obtained via Simulations.
Line Pf (S | linei) Line Pf (S | linei)
22 0.0420 27 0.0115
3 0.0115 31 0.0070
14 0.0017 15 0.0017
21 0.0017 5 0.0008
6 0.0008 7 0.0008
9 0.0008 12 0.0008
19 0.0008 23 0.0008
34 0.0008
4.5.5 Performance of Primary Selections and Backup Paths without/with
Power Knowledge
We evaluate the proposed schemes on the IEEE 39-bus system. The system setup is the
same as in Subsection 4.5.3. We assume all query and response packets have the same size of
80 bytes, e.g., a simple PMU packet. We set the system failure requirement to 10−6, which is
a higher requirement than current power grid [78], and set the communication link capacity
to 1.5Mbps (one T1 line) [33] with a failure probability no more than Pf (link) = 10
−5 [83].
In this case, the probability of two or more links fail simultaneously is about 10−8, which
is much smaller than the system requirement. Thus, in this subsection, we only consider a
single link failure.
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To evaluate the two primary path schemes and corresponding backup path schemes, we
assign the failure probability of a communication link according to the amount of transmit-
ted power on the corresponding power line. (Assume each communication link connects the
same buses as its power line.) For lines with more than 200MW power (in 39-bus system,
under normal condition, we have 17 lines with real power more than 200MW, which is about
50% of all power lines), we set their corresponding links with Pf (link) = 10
−6; otherwise,
Pf (link) = 10
−5. As shown in Table.4.3, when using primary paths only, neither primary
selection scheme alone can achieve the system requirement (10−6), as shown in the first
row. The reliability-based primary-path selection does a little better than the shortest path
selection. After adding backup paths, both schemes can fulfill the system requirement and
achieve similar system reliability, as shown in the second row.
Table 4.3: Comparison of System Reliability.
Failure Shortest Hop Reliability
Probability Count Based Based
Primary Path Only 1.58× 10−6 1.32× 10−6
With Backup Path 1.18× 10−7 1.22× 10−7
Using Power Knowledge to Improve System Reliability. As discussed in Sec-
tion. 4.3, we can handle a single link failure on a primary path by using a completely
non-overlap backup path for each relay as a topology-based backup selection. However, this
method consumes more resources. We utilize power system knowledge to address this issue.
As shown in Table. 4.2, we observe 15 lines that may lead to system failures under differ-
ent load settings. Therefore, we prioritize these lines and their protection relays to better
use network resources. Here we set Pf (link) = 10
−5 for all links. Compared with using
complete non-overlap backup paths, such a power-aware backup path selection significantly
reduces the bandwidth reservation on almost every link, and the average bandwidth saving
across all links is about 18%. Fig. 4.5 shows the comparison of reservations on links. We
sort them from high to low for easy illustration.
In the above, we compare the maximum required link reservation on the 39-bus system
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Figure 4.5: Backup Path Selection without/with Power Knowledge.
for using non-overlap backup paths and partially overlapped backup paths with the system
failure requirement RS = 10
−6. To further show how the proposed power aware scheme
can reduce link reservations, we also test it with system failure requirement RS = 10
−5.
Assume the single link fails with Pf (link) = 10
−5. As shown in Table. 4.4, compared with
the non-overlap path scheme, the power-aware scheme can significantly reduce bandwidth
reservation (29% less) while still meeting the system reliability requirement. In the second
row, we set the value of non-overlap path scheme as the “base” of 100%.




−6 RS = 10−6 RS = 10−5
Max Reservation (Kbps) 878 725 625
Percentage (%) 100 82 71
Failure Probability 0 1.0× 10−7 5.7× 10−7
Handling a Bottleneck Link. When some links do not have enough capacity, we
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assign higher priorities to the protection relays of important lines based on the power
knowledge to further improve the system reliability. We compare three simple resource
reservation orders in the following. The first order is to start to allocate bandwidth from
the most important relay to least important one; the second order use the opposite order
for comparison; the third order is to allocate bandwidth using random bus orders (here we
compute the average of 20 random orders). To show the case that some relays may not
obtain the required bandwidth on a link, we make link 19 as the bottleneck and reduce its
capacity from 1.5 Mbps to 550 Kbps. We set the system requirement as 10−6, and the failure
probability of links as 10−5. We observed that the relays without enough reservation vary in
the different orders. For the latter two orders, some relays do not obtain enough bandwidth
for their paths, for example, relays protecting Line {3, 5, 6, 15, 19, 21, 31}. However,
these lines have higher probabilities in causing system failures if improperly tripped. The
system failure probabilities for different orders are shown in Table. 4.5. It is obvious that
considering the priority of remote relays significantly improves the system reliability when
there are bottlenecks.
Table 4.5: Comparison of System Reliability for Different Relay Reservation Orders.
From the most From the least In random
critical relay critical relay bus order
Failure Probability 1× 10−7 1.5× 10−6 6.7× 10−7
Smart Reservation. A bus may have multiple remote relays for protecting different
power lines. In common cases, they will not simultaneously communicate with the MA.
This provides us another opportunity to further reduce the required bandwidth on com-
munication links. Assume only one relay experiences a hidden failure or only one power
line has disturbances. For example, in the IEEE 39-bus system, only bus 26, 28, and 29
have two remote relays protecting the same line; remote relays on other buses all protect
different power lines. In this case, we only need to reserve bandwidth for relay ri with
the most strict delay requirement on a bus. Because other relays on that bus do not have
delay requirement as high as ri, the reserved capacity is sufficient for them to communicate
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with the MA. Again, we set the system requirement as 10−6 and Pf (link) = 10−5. The
maximum required capacity on a link decreases from 725 Kbps to 366 Kbps, a nearly 50%
saving. As shown in Fig. 4.5, on average, we save about 39% capacity on each commu-
nication link. The overall system failure probability is 1 × 10−7, still meeting the system
reliability requirement.
4.5.6 Comparison of MA-based and P2P-based Protection Schemes
We follow the method in [1], assume at a single moment, there is only one hidden failure
exposed in the system: a disturbance is applied to a power line that the relay with a
hidden failure will sense the disturbance, and the communication network has a single link
failure at most. We compare the resource requirement for the protection and the false trip
probability of each relay, under four schemes: the MA scheme without backup paths, the
P2P scheme without backup paths, the MA scheme with backup paths, and the P2P with
backup paths. For the primary path selection, both the MA scheme and the P2P scheme
use the shortest path to the master node or peers. For the backup path selection, both
schemes use non-overlap backup paths.
The result for resource requirement is shown in Fig. 4.6a. Without backup paths, the
P2P scheme consumes the minimum resources since the distance to peers are shorter than
in the MA scheme. However, adding backup paths to both schemes significantly increases
the resource usage. Fig. 4.6b shows the false trip probability of each relay in the system.
Under the single link failure condition, in the MA scheme without backup paths, if the
primary path of a relay fails, it cannot communicate with the MA and will result in a false
trip. As we can see, more relays in the MA scheme are affected than in the P2P scheme.
For the P2P scheme, since each peer can send its response to the query relay, the false trip
occurs if all paths to the relay’s peers fail, which means the failed link is shared by all paths
to the peers. Intuitively, this probability is much lower than the failure of a primary path
in the MA scheme. With non-overlap backup paths, both the MA scheme and the P2P
scheme can handle a single link failure, in which all relays have zero failure probability.
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Combining the relay false trip probability with the power data (Pf (S | linei)), the system
failure probability is shown in Table. 4.6.
(a) Resource Requirement for Protection Schemes without/with Backup Paths.
(b) False Trip Probability of Each Relay with a Single Link Failure.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of MA and P2P schemes.
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(×10−6) 2.62 0 0.55 0
As we can see from Table. 4.6, without backup paths, the system reliability in the P2P
scheme is about 4-times better than that of the MA scheme. Note that the P2P scheme
can meet the 10−6 requirement but the MA scheme cannot. This matches the results from
Fig. 4.6b that the failure of a primary path of a relay has more influence in the MA scheme,
because all relays must first contact the MA and then receive a decision from the MA.
While we can protect relays from false trips using non-overlap backup paths, judging from
the resource requirement from Fig. 4.6a, the cost of non-overlap backup path in the two
schemes do not have much difference. The potential difference between the two is the
response delay.
Table 4.7: Path Hop Count in MA Schemes.
Max Min Average Actual
Primary Path 6 0 3.2 6.4
Backup Path 10 0 6.2 12.4
Table 4.8: Path Hop Count in P2P Schemes.
Max Min Average Actual
Primary Path 3 0 2.0 2.0
Backup Path 12 0 5.7 5.7
The response delay counts from the time when the query is sent until a decision returns
the query relay. This delay is closely related to the path distance (hop count), especially
when the traffic load is light most of the time. We compute the maximum, minimum and
average hop counts for both the MA scheme and the P2P scheme. For the MA scheme,
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the primary/backup path distance is between a bus and the MA bus. The result for the
MA scheme with non-overlap backup paths is shown in Table. 4.7. As a comparison, the
result of the P2P scheme with non-overlap backup paths is shown in Table 4.8. In the P2P
scheme, paths exist between each pair of “corresponding relays”. Note that in both the MA
and P2P schemes, the minimum hop count is 0. The reason is that, in the MA scheme,
there are a few relays locating at the same bus with the MA; for the P2P scheme, in the
39-bus system, relay (64,67) and relay (66,68) are located at bus 28 and 29, respectively,
and they are protecting the same lines. Thus the communication between these relays are
within a substation. (We assume the indexes of relays for a power transmission line i are
2 · i and 2 · i − 1.). In addition, although the average path length between (the MA and
a non-MA bus) or (P2P peers) are similar, in the MA scheme the query process takes two
round-trip delays. While in the P2P scheme, there is only one round-trip delay (as shown
in the “Actual” column of Table. 4.7 and Table. 4.8). As link loads are not heavy most of
the time, a shorter path benefits the protection with faster response delays.
Compare the Effect of Full Backup vs. Partial Backup Paths and Overlapped
Backup vs. Non-overlapped Backup Paths. The above case is the worst case resource
requirement for the P2P scheme since a non-overlap path between each pair of “correspond-
ing relays” are reserved. As a comparison, the shortest-hop-count overlap backup path is
tested in the P2P scheme. Similar to the non-overlap scheme, resources for each “corre-
sponding relay pair” is reserved as well. We examine the “stressed case” and assume two
replies returning from peers will enable the query relay to make a correct decision.
Fig. 4.7a shows network resource requirements for each protection scheme. Clearly,
using overlapping backup paths requires dramatic lower resources, compared to using non-
overlap backup paths (curves marked with “Full Backup”), because overlapping paths are
much shorter and thus we usually need reserve less bandwidth on links.
Fig. 4.7b shows the false trip probability of relays. We see that only four out of about
68 relays are affected when using overlapping paths. Since two responses are enough for
making a decision to deal with false trips, an alternative way is to only reserve two backup
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(a) Resource Requirement for P2P Schemes without/with a Backup Path for Each
Relay.
(b) Relay False Trip Probability for P2P Schemes without/with Backup Path for
Each Relay with a Single Link Failure.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of P2P Schemes without/with a Backup Path for Each Relay.
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paths to two peers of a relay, using either non-overlap or overlapping paths. Fig. 4.7a and
Fig. 4.7b also show that the resource requirement further decreases because now each relay
only reserves for two backup paths (curves marked with “Partial Backup”), because some
long paths are avoided and some paths are shared for the proteciton of different lines.
When using non-overlap backup paths, all relays can handle the single link failure; while
using overlapping backup path uses less resources at the cost of a few more potential false
trips. Table. 4.9 shows how the total resource requirement and the changes of system
reliability for different backup schemes. “Full” means that each relay has backup paths to
all its peers, and “Two BP” means that each relay has only two backup paths to two of all
its peers.
Table 4.9: Total Resource Requirement and System Failure Probability without/with
Backup Path for Each Relay.
Full Full Two BP Two BP
Non-Overlap Overlap Non-Overlap Overlap
Resrouce
(Kbps)
12140 8104 4131 3372
Pf (S)
(×10−7) 0 0.2 0 2.76
Compare the Effect of the Number of Overlapped Backup Paths in P2P
Schemes. We try to identify how many overlapped backup paths should be used in the
P2P scheme by varying the number of backup paths for each relay from two to five. We
choose the shortest hop count path as a backup path, and allow this path to have overlapping
links with its primary P2P path. The results are shown in Fig. 4.8a and Fig. 4.8b. As we can
see, the more backup path we use, the less number of relays that will have false trips. The
resource requirement is as expected: the more backup paths we use, the more resources we
consume. We show the total resource requirement in Table. 4.10. Besides, with the number
of backup paths increased, the average relay failure probability Pf (relay) is decreased, as
shown in Table. 4.11. The overall failure probability of the system is shown in Table. 4.12.
A significant point is that, when we increase the number of overlap backup paths from two
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(a) Resource Requirement for Different Numbers of Overlapped Backup Path in
P2P Schemes.
(b) Relay False Trip Probability for Different Numbers of Overlapped Backup Path
in P2P Schemes with a Single Link Failure.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of P2P Schemes with Different Numbers of Backup Path.
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to five, the resource cost doubles, but the reliability is improved by ten-folds. While the
trends of improvement are different in Table. 4.11 and Table. 4.12, the reason is that power
lines are not of the same importance: for some lines, the false trip may lead to severe system
failure, while others are not. By providing more backup paths, the critical relays are better
secured.
Table 4.10: Total Resource Requirement for Different P2P Schemes.
2 Overlap 3 Overlap 4 Overlap 5 Overlap
Backup Backup Backup Backup
Resource
(Kbps)
3372 5122 6646 7638










Number 21 16 9 6
Pf (relay)
(×10−6) 2.8 2.2 1.2 0.6
Normalized
Pf (relay)
4.67 3.67 2 1
Table 4.12: System Failure Probability under Different Backup Path Numbers in P2P
Schemes.
2 Overlap 3 Overlap 4 Overlap 5 Overlap
Backup Backup Backup Backup
Pf (S)
(×10−7) 2.76 2.5 1.0 0.29
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4.6 Conclusion
In summary, we investigate the agent-based protection in this chapter. We propose a basic
resource management scheme, and improve its reliability using backup paths. We propose
a power-aware backup path selection mechanism, and use the power system knowledge to
help us improve the resource utilization. We investigate the P2P protection scheme and its
resource requirements. We also build backup paths for the P2P protection to improve its
reliability. The evaluation shows that P2P-based schemes can improve the system reliability
while utilizing network resource more effectively than MA-based schemes.
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CHAPTER 5
ATTACKS ON SMART RELAYS AND PROTECTION
Smart Grid, as the combination of power grid and communication network, is considered
as a revolutionary and evolutionary regime of existing power grids. While higher power effi-
ciency and more accurate control can be achieved (especially in protection systems), smart
grid is also vulnerable to malicious cyber attacks since it is no longer a closed dedicated net-
work. As better protection schemes continue being developed, there is still very limited work
in examining potential threats to these schemes and how much damage can be achieved.
In this chapter, we investigate the security of backup relay protection in smart grid. We
examine potential attacks to basic P2P agent-based protection and agent-reputation-based
relay protection, and analyze effects of these potential attack strategies.
5.1 Background
In today’s power industry, microprocessor technology and advanced communication net-
work have been utilized. Protection-related solutions like SCADA, PMU, and other control
and monitoring applications are implemented to enhance efficiency and reliability of the
system. To deal with the hidden failure problem in relay protection, new schemes like
agent-based protection and agent-reputation-based relay protection have been proposed.
The key component of these protection schemes is to enable communication among a set re-
lays when there are potential failures occurring. The shared information among protection
relays can help each relay make better decisions, as it is considered that simultaneous acci-
dental problems are rare in practical. In addition, the mechanism is further improved with
agent-reputation-based schemes, so that different trust values can be assigned to distinguish
potential unreliable replies from relays having problems.
However, while greatly improving reliability and efficiency, these advanced technologies
also enable individuals and organizations to disrupt the system through cyber attacks. Un-
known bugs and backdoors in software, unauthorized access to confidential information, and
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malicious modification of critical data are threatening normal operations of power system
(e.g., triggering cascading or blackout). In addition, unlike manned control centers and
power plants with strong monitoring and protection, usually very limited security mech-
anisms are deployed at unattended substations located in remote areas [3]. This often
makes malicious physical and cyber attacks on substations much easier for attackers. Con-
sequently, compromised devices (especially protection devices) may cause serious issues for
the integrity of the power grid.
5.2 Motivation
We first present a few simple examples to show the potential vulnerabilities of basic agent-
based protection and basic agent-reputation-based schemes. We use a part of the IEEE
13-bus system as shown in the Fig. 5.1 to demonstrate how attacks can be conducted.
As many other smart grid projects, we assume the communication network has the same
topology of the power system, while each substation contains a router for communication.
Figure 5.1: Examples of Cyber Attacks on Relay Protection.
Example 1: If an attacker compromised a relay, e.g., r3 in the system, it can not only
trip the Line2, but also may trip other relays via fake status reports. For example, if relay
r1 has a hidden failure and falsely detects a fault on its remote Line2, which is actually in
a normal state, r1 will send an query to r3. The attacker can use the compromised r3 to
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confirm the query. As only one trusted relay is required to confirm the basic agent-based
protection and agent-reputation-based protection scheme, r1 will trip Line1, resulting in a
false trip. If the attacker compromises two relays in the same protection area, it can easily
trip other relays in the same area.
Example 2: An attacker compromises Router2 at Bus2 and Router6 at Bus6, it can then
drop packets passing them. So, all primary and backup relays protecting the transmission
Line2 will not receive the line status updates, and they will have no knowledge about their
peers’ states. When there is a fault at Line2, if the primary relay r3 or r4 does not respond,
the backup relays will revert to the traditional protection, because the trip requests from
r3 or r4 is considered untrusted. As a result, the level of protection is lowered to the same
level of the traditional protection, which is insufficient for the requirements of smart grid.
Example 3: Hybrid attack. An attacker compromises relay r1 and r4, and Router6 at
Bus6. Its goal is to trip relay r8. The attacker can modify or drop the packets from relay
r3, r5, and r10 through Router6. Then the attacker can issue a trip request from r4 to r8,
and confirm the request with r1. Because the reply packets from r3, r5, and r10 are either
modified or dropped, this positive confirmation will be taken by r8, and then the Line4 will
be tripped. In this way, the attacker may not directly compromise a relay, but it can still
indirectly trip this Zone 3 backup relay with the help of compromised relays.
As we mentioned, agent-based relay protection schemes have been demonstrated to be
effective in many situations. However, as we can see from the examples, the new technologies
and protection schemes may also be exploited by malicious attackers to disrupt the power
delivery system. Meanwhile, these schemes are assumed to be working correctly under
normal conditions (e.g., the devices and communication network are functional correctly).
These motivate us to investigate the problem of potential cyber attacks to smart relay
protection, with the assumption that the network devices can be compromised by attackers.
We investigate how the attacker can disrupt the relay protection system with certain amount
of resources, and analyze the potential effect.
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5.3 Attacks on Relay Protection Schemes
A compromised relay agent can trip its local circuit breaker, and issue fake status reports.
As an advanced feature for agent-based protection, a compromised primary relay can send
requests to backup relays in the same protection area in order to indirectly trip them. When
a hidden failure of a relay is exposed, another compromised relay can be used to trip the
affected remote relay through fake confirmations.
Three attack methods and their effects are examined to understand their potential
threats. The attacker tries to maximize the number of tripped lines. Assume each unit
of attack resource is used to attack one relay agent once. We denote the total amount of
attack resources as NA, the number of repeated attacks on a relay as K, the number of lines
in an initial set of a cascading failure as nk, the number of extra lines tripped in a cascading
failure as nm, and the defense strength of a relay as Pf . The notations are summarized in
Table. 5.1.
Table 5.1: Notations Used in Analysis.
Term Definition
NA Number of attack resource
nk Initial line set in a cascading failure
nm Extra line set in a cascading failure
Pf Defense strength of a relay
Bv Set of buses in the system
Le Set of lines in the system
d(avg) Average node degree of a network
A Set of protection areas in the system
R Set of protection relays in the system
rp Primary relays of a line
K The maximum number of repeated attacks on a relay
Cji The combination of select j objects from a set of i objects
We introduce the system model as following. We denote the set of buses: Bv =
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{b1, b2, · · · , bi}, and a set of transmission lines Le = {l1, l2, · · · , lk} for a power system.
A transmission line linei has two primary relays rp(i, 1) and rp(i, 2). Both relays may also
be used as backup relays for other transmission lines. A protection area Ai is set up to pro-
tect a transmission line li, which contains the protected line and several lines on which the
backup relays of li are located. Denote the set of protection areas as A = {A1, A2, · · · , Ai}.
We also define the defense strength of a relay: when a relay ri is under an attack, it will
survive the attacker with a probability Pf (0 ≤ Pf ≤ 1), depending on its defense strength.
Relays may have different levels of defense strength, such as no defense (i.e., Pf = 0), or
low defense (e.g., Pf = 0.2), or high defense (e.g., Pf = 0.8).
To characterize potential cascading failures, assume a specific system topology with
certain loads may have one or multiple cascading failure sequences. When a set of lines
Lk = {l1, l2, · · · , lj0} are tripped, they can trigger a cascading sequence of extra lines Ck =
{l1, l2, · · · , lj} to trip [84, 85]. Assume the size of the initial line set Lk is nk, and the size
of extra cascading sequence of Ck is nm, which may follow a distribution (e.g., a Poisson
distribution) [84, 85]. To examine different cases, we first determine the potential nk for
a topology, and then randomly select lines to be in the extra set. The affected lines may
be neighbors or separated, as the phenomenon reported in [86]: cascading lines may be
geographically separated.
5.3.1 Potential Attack Strategies
To examine the potential attack damages, we identify three basic methods to attack relays for
trip transmission lines: (i) An attacker can compromise a primary relay of a line, and then
directly trip the line; (ii) An attacker exploits agent-based or reputation-based protection
mechanism to indirectly trip a relay, by sending a trip request from a compromised primary
relay to a backup relay and confirming the request with another compromised peer relay;
(iii) An attacker can trigger a cascading failure by tripping a set of relays that initializes a
cascading sequence. Furthermore, an attacker may use three different attack strategies to
select relays to attack:
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(1). Random Relay Selection: the attacker may only know the IP address of the
relays, then a set of relays (at most NA) are randomly selected and attacked by the attacker.
Each compromised relay can trip its local line. If the attacker obtains the knowledge of the
relay locations, the compromised relays in the same protection area may trip more lines
indirectly in that area. The random attack also has a low probability to trigger cascading
failures in the system. In both cases the damage may be amplified.
(2) Area-based Relay Selection. Assume the attacker knows the partial or completed
topology of a power system and its protection areas, it can select relays based on the
importance of protection areas. For example, it can simply use the degree of an area to
represent the importance of the area in a basic area-based attack to select target relays
before the attack starts. Furthermore, if the attacker has the complete real-time knowledge
of the system, it can use an iterative selection strategy, in which it evaluates the importance
of areas based on the current system status after each attack step (e.g., attacking x relays
in each round), and selects an area based on its current importance. The iterative selection
is the best case in the area-based attack method for an attacker, because the attacker can
maximize the attack damages based on its real-time observation. However, in order to
achieve this, the attacker must pay extra efforts to monitor the system in real time.
In an area-based attack, the two primary relays of a selected area will be attacked.
If an attack is successful, both the local line and the backup lines of an attacked area
may be tripped. An area-based attack may also trigger cascading failures in some cases,
which depends on the system state. The algorithms of iterative area-based attack and basic
area-based attack are shown in Algorithm. 8 and Algorithm. 9 respectively.
In an iterative area-based attack, as the attacker knows the current system state (e.g.,
which lines are tripped for each protection area), the attacker will selectively repeat the
attack steps on the important relays that are still not compromised yet in the previous
attack steps. In this way, the attacker can choose the critical areas based on the real-time
system status. On the other hand, basic area-based attack has assigned resources for all
target areas before the attack, thus if an attack to a relay is not successful (assume the
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Algorithm 8 Iterative Protection Area-based Attack.
Input: Transmission Line Set L of a Power Network and Attack Resource NA
Output: Target Line Set L′ to Be Attacked
Method:
1: The attacker will attack two primary relays of each selected area, the total number is
at most NA2
2: for each line li ∈ L do
3: li corresponds to protection area Ai
4: The attacker computes the number of lines not tripped in Ai as n
′(i)
5: end for
6: The attacker greedily selects the area with potentially most corresponding lines to trip
7: After one selection, the attacker tries to compromise the two primary relays of the
selected area.
8: When the attack is successful, the attacker trips the potentially affected lines, continues
monitoring the network, and updates the number of potential lines for each protection
area
9: The attacker repeats the selection and attack
attacker does not know the real-time situation), the attacker will continue attacking other
relays.
(3). Cascading-aware Relay Selection: if the attacker knows the sets of lines that
can trigger cascading failures, he can focus on attacking these lines. When a cascading
is triggered, compared with direct attacks to relays, more lines can be tripped with fewer
resources. Thus the efficiency of the attack can also be increased. To the attacker, the
protection relays of the initial lines are critical targets. The method of assigning multiple
attack resource units to one relay (repeatedly attacking the same relay) can be used in a
cascading-aware attack to amplify the effect. The requirement that the attacker knows the
triggering lines of cascading and the current system state makes it a considerable difficulty
for the attacker to conduct this attack. However, if the attacker manages to obtain the
information (e.g., as an insider), it may cause serious damage to the system.
5.3.2 Analysis of Attack Strategies
(1). Effect of Random Attack on Local Lines
For a compromised relay, it can trip its local primary line. When two compromised
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Algorithm 9 Basic Protection Area-based Attack.
Input: Transmission Line Set L of a Power Network and Attack Resource NA
Output: Target Line Set L′ to Be Attacked
Method:
1: The attacker will attack two primary relays of each selected area, the total number is
NA
2
2: for each line li ∈ L do
3: li corresponds to protection area Ai
4: The total number of lines in area Ai is 1 + n(i) . n(i) is the number of neighbor
lines in the protection area Ai
5: end for
6: The attacker greedily selects the area with potentially most corresponding lines to trip
7: After one selection, the attacker continues selecting the other target areas until all
resources are used
relays are on the same line, they both affect the same local line. Given the amount of
attack resource NA and a total of R relays in a network, we assume NA ≤ R. Assume the
attacker randomly picks a relay to attack with one unit of attack resource. We represent
the number of lines with two relays attacked (case 1) as j; there will be (NA − 2j) lines
with one relay attacked (case 2). Therefore, the probability that (NA − j) local lines are
attacked is:










Here, we first select (NA − 2j) lines from a total of R2 lines (case 2). Since each of
these lines only have one relay attacked, and each line has two relays, there will be 2(NA−2j)
choices. Then, we select the j lines with two relays attacked (case 1) from the remaining
R
2 − (NA − 2j) lines.
Assume the defense strength of a relay is Pf . For each line with two relays attacked,
the probability that this line will be tripped is (1 − P 2f ); and for each line with one relay
attacked, the probability that this line will be tripped is (1 − Pf ). We denote the number







= (NA − 2j)(1− Pf ) + j(1− P 2f ) (5.2)














(2). Effect of Iterative Area-based Attack
The main idea of area-based attacks is to exploit relay agents to indirectly trip more
neighbor lines of compromised relays, in addition to directly tripping the line with the
compromised relays. In the best case for an attacker, it attacks each area one by one, and
knows the results of the previous attempts on relays and the current system status. So,
it can use an iterative area-based attack to select the most important area with the most
lines to trip as the next target. So the potential damage of such an attack can be seen as
the upper bound for area-based attacks. In the basic agent-based protection or the agent-
reputation-based protection, a backup relay may be tripped by a trusted reply from a peer
agent. The iterative area-based attack will focus on the two primary relays of a selected
area, because these relays can be used to trip neighbor relays at both sides of the primary
line. Since the attacker knows which area is the most important based on the current system
status, if the attempt to a relay in the area is not successful, the attacker will repeatedly
attack the relay until the target relay is compromised.
Assume the average degree of the network is d(avg), then the average number of lines
in an area is 2 ·d(avg)−1, with 1 primary line and 2 · (d(avg)−1) neighbor lines. If the two
primary relays of an area are compromised, then all backup lines within this area can be
tripped by the trip requests from the primary relays, according to the existing protection
mechanism. Assume the defense strength of a relay is Pf , because the attacker will keep
attacking a relay until the relay is compromised, then on average the attacker needs 11−Pf
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units of attack resource to compromise it. In the attack to an area, the attacker needs 21−Pf
units of resource to complete his attack in order to trip all backup lines of the primary line.
With a total of NA resource units, the attacker on average can compromise Nl =
NA
2 ·(1−Pf )
lines in the network. This Nl can be seen as a lower bound of iterative area-based attack
(lines tripped by their local protection relays). Based on the attack strategy of iterative
area-based attack, we notice that: (i). the attacker can compromise the two primary relays
for most of the selected areas; and (ii). many selected areas will have none, or only few
lines overlapped with the other areas, since in the selection the attacker already considered
how to trip the largest number of lines by avoiding attacking overlapped areas. Thus, we









(3). Effect of Direct Cascading-aware Attack
In a direct cascading-aware attack, the maximum total damage is the number of initial
line trips plus the number of extra trips as NC(max) = nk + nm. To trigger extra dam-
ages, all initial lines should be tripped, the probability of triggering a cascading failure is
P (cascading trigger) = (1 − PKf )nk . The expected damage of a cascading failure can be
computed as EC = EC(Initial) + EC(Extra). We examine the expected damages in the
following.
A cascading-aware attack aims at triggering a cascading failure by tripping a set of
initial lines. In the first step, the attacker needs to identify the critical lines to be tripped
(e.g., the nk lines and the exact locations of the critical relays). The overhead of knowing
these may be even higher than knowing the topology and area information of the network,
which is another issue the attacker has to consider. However, an insider may still have
the chance to obtain the knowledge. When cascading failures happen, the damage can be
enormous. Knowing nk and nm enables the attacker to estimate the cascading damages. In
a cascading-aware attack, the attack efficiency DU (K) (line trips caused by a unit of attack
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resource) can be computed as:
DU (K) =
(1− PKf ) · nk + (1− PKf )nk · nm
nk ·K (5.5)
The attacker may adopt a certain value of K to attack a target relay for the highest
attack efficiency, based on different factors. When the number of initial line nk increases,
(1−PKf ) · nk will become dominant, as (1−PKf )nk is relatively small (because a cascading
failure is rare). It will be more obvious when Pf is high or K is small. As can be seen from
the analysis, when nk is larger than a certain value, a cascading failure is very difficult to
trigger. The expected damage will be determined mainly by the local tripped lines.
5.4 Exploiting Reputation in Relay Protection
5.4.1 Majority-based Confirmation Rule
Based on historical data, more than 70% of major power system disturbances involved relays
that caused cascading failures. This is the primary motivation that agent-reputation-based
relay protection is developed, which is to further enhance reliability and efficiency of the
relay protection system. We have seen that compromising two relays is the minimum
requirement under the basic agent-based or basic agent-reputation-based schemes. As a
straight-forward improvement, we may expect confirmations from a majority number of
neighbor agents. If the majority rule is used, then the attacker needs to compromise more
backup relays in a protection area. We may assume for a relay to trip the local line as
required by the received trip request, the majority of the received responses should agree
with the trip request.
The majority rule in relay trip confirmation is as follows: for an area Ai, the total
number of primary and backup relays is Ni. Normally in the basic agent-based protection,
for a trip request from a primary relay, the total number of relays needed to confirm is at
least bNi2 + 0.5c, including the primary relay issuing the request. If the agent-reputation-
based protection is used, considering that not all relays may be always functional correctly,
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the system configuration may require the number of confirmations to be majority within
the trusted reports received by a relay agent. In a normal situation, the communication
network is working correctly, a relay should be able to receive responses from all neighbor
relays.
The algorithm of area-based attack under the majority rule is as follows: based on
the available attack resources, from the areas that can be attacked by the resources, the
attacker selects an area with the most lines to trip. For a selected area Ai, it has totally
Ni relays, which includes 2 primary relays and Ni − 2 backup relays. The attacker will try
to compromise the two primary relays so that he can trip backup lines at both sides; while
for backup relays, the attacker needs to compromise bNi2 + 0.5c−2 backup relays to achieve
majority in the selected area. After the attack to one area is completed, the attacker will
repeat the above steps and select the next area and its relays.
Under the majority rule, for an area to be completely compromised (e.g., all lines can be
tripped), the attacker needs to compromise bNi2 + 0.5c relays. Assume the attacker has NA




+0.5c · (1−Pf ) areas compromised.
We use a simple approach to estimate the total number of lines tripped in an iterative
area-based attack under the majority confirmation rule as:








A neighbor line ln in an area may be tripped by the locally compromised backup relay, or be
tripped by the request from a primary relay. Since an iterative area-based attack will avoid
attacking overlapped lines, we assume that the attacked areas have almost no overlapped
lines.
5.4.2 Reputation-based Cascading-aware Attack
Reputation information is used by relay agents to enhance reliability, make faster and better
decisions, and prevent problems caused by occasional relay mechanical errors. The trust
value of a peer agent is determined by how it responds to the query of a local agent (e.g.,
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periodic data exchange). When a local agent sends out a query, it will then make a decision
based on the responses of trusted peer relays. In the normal situation, it is not difficult to
make a correct decision as the responses from agents with lower trust values are ignored.
However, the agent-reputation-based scheme can be exploited by compromising some critical
relays or routers. If a router is compromised, the attacker can modify or drop the response
packets sent to a target relay agent. As a result, only the compromised relay agents are
“trusted”, and will be considered under the majority rule by a target relay agent. Then the
attacker can indirectly trip a target relay. This attack method will be especially useful to
trick relay agents that are hard to compromise.
When agent-reputation-based protection schemes are enabled, the attacker may trigger
a cascading failure in the system with the new attack method. We examine an example in
a more detailed way to demonstrate the potential benefit for the attacker. In Fig. 5.2, the
goal of the attacker is to trip the critical relay ri to launch cascading. Instead of directly
attacking ri which may be well protected, the attacker can first identify a line where ri is a
backup relay of this line. Then the attacker can compromise a primary relay rj of the line,
and another relay (e.g., rk) in this area, assume he knows they have relatively low defense
strength. The attacker also compromises the Router2 (or Router1). Then he can drop the
periodic exchanged updates from the uncompromised relay agents. In this way, only the
compromised relay agents rj and rk have high reputation to be considered as trusted by
the targeted agent ri. The attack will bring the attacker benefit if the expected cost of
attacking neighbor devices is much less than attacking a critical one. For instance, if we
assume Pf (ri) = 0.9, other relays have defense strength Pf (r) = 0.5, Pf (router) = 0.1, the
resource requirement to compromise a relay or a router is 1, as to the average resources
required to trip relay ri, for direct attack, E(direct attack) =
1
0.1 = 10, for agent-reputation-
based attack, E(reputation based attack) = 20.5 +
1
0.9 = 6.1.
From the analysis we can see that the confirmation rules will not affect the direct
cascading-aware attack, because this cascading attack directly compromises relays to trip
the critical local lines. The effectiveness of cascading attack depends on the defense strength
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Figure 5.2: Example of Attacks on Relay Protection with Reputation.
of relays, the number of initial lines that the attacker has to trip, and the resources available
to the attacker. Under relatively high defense strength (e.g., higher than 0.8) with a con-
siderable size of initial line set, it is rather difficult to trigger cascading failures by directly
attacking the critical relays, as the available resources may not be able to support all re-
quired line trips. However, by exploiting the potential weakness of agent-reputation-based
relay protection, the attacker may obtain a chance to better conduct the cascading-aware
attack in the system. In this way, the attacker may not only have better probability to
trigger a cascading failure, but also use less resources in an attack. In the following, we will
analyze the effect of agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack.
Assumptions. For simplicity, we have the following assumptions for agent-reputation-
based cascading attack:
(1). The relays on the initial lines {nk} have higher defense strength, while the relays
on its neighbor lines and the routers in the network have relatively low defense strength.
(2). All initial lines are in different protection areas with no overlaps.
(3). The topology of communication network is the same as the power system. Each
node contains one router. When a router is compromised, a relay on a line connected to
this router may not be compromised.
Assme the attacker knows the set of initial line {nk}, and all these lines are located
in different areas that do not overlap. Instead of attacking their relays directly, for each
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targeted relay ri of an initial cascading line li ∈ {nk}, the attacker identifies a neighbor line
lj , that ri is a backup relay of lj . The attacker attacks the two primary relays of lj , rp(j, 1)
and rp(j, 2) (as information from primary relays may be considered more accurate than
from backup relays), and attacks the node (router) RT i that ri is directly connected to.
Each selected device will be assigned certain amount of attack resources.When the attemps
to these neighbor devices succeed, one primary relay can issue a trip request to ri and the
other primary relay will confirm the request. As router RT i is compromised, the normal
periodic updates from other innocent neighbor relays to ri are dropped, which results in
low trust of those neighbor relays.
In this attack, whether a cascading failure can be triggered relies on whether the nk
initial lines can be tripped. To trip a target line under the agent-reputation-based protection
scheme, the attacker needs to compromise two relays (e.g., primary relays) and one router.
Assume the defense strength of the primary relays is Pf (r), and the defense strength of
the router is Pf (n), the attacker use Kr units of resource to attack a relay and Kn units





)2 · (1− Pf (n)(Kn)) (5.7)





The cascading-aware attack on the agent-reputation-based protection is suitable for the
situation where critical relays have high defense strength, while the other relays and nodes
have relatively lower defense. Under this attack, if the neighbor devices of a critical relay
are compromised, a line in the set of initial lines {nk} can be indirectly tripped. We count
the total number of line trips in this set and the set of extra tripped lines {nm}. The total
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P (li trip) + PT · nm (5.9)
5.5 Performance Evaluation
We set up a simulation network and evaluate the attack strategies under various conditions
to show the effects of different attacks and also give us better understanding on how to
design countermeasures to defend the relay protection in general.
Small World Network. We adopt the small-world model [87, 88, 89] to generate
the generic network topologies for our evaluation. It has been shown that many power
grids [90, 91] (such as the western US electrical power grid) are small world networks. To
construct a small world network, the following steps can be used. Starting with a ring
of n vertices, each connected to its k nearest neighbors by undirected edges. A vertex v
is selected, and then the edge that connects v to the nearest neighbor is selected. With
probability pr, the edge is reconnected to a vertex chosen randomly over the entire ring,
except for the duplicated edges; otherwise the edge is left unchanged. Each vertex will
be considered until one lap completed. Next, start from v again, the edge connects to
the second nearest neighbor will be selected and rewired as before. The process continues
circulating around the ring and proceeding outward to more distant neighbors after each
lap, until each edge in the original lattice has been considered once. There are n · k2 edges in
the network, and the rewire process stops after k2 laps. It is suggested that for intermediate
values of pr, the graph is a more typical small-world network.
Simulation Setup. The python igraph [92] module is used to generate the small world
network. The topology is represented as a graph G = (dim, size, nei, pr). Four parameters
are given to create a network, where dim is the dimension of the initial lattice which can be
1 for simplicity, and size is the number of node in each dimension. A node will connect to
neighbors at nei hops away, and pr is the probability of rewiring: 0 means no rewiring that
the initial lattice is regular, and 1 means all initial edges will be rewired. It is suggested that
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an average degree of 4 may provide good balance between modularity, performance, and
thrift for future power grid [90]. For each simulation, we achieve results from ten randomly
generated networks, and compute the averaged value.
5.5.1 Numerical Evaluation of Attack Strategies
We first evaluate the effect of random attack to local lines given certain amount of resources.
We compare the results of estimation and simulation in the test. Assume the amount of
attack resource NA < R, where R is the number of relays in the network. The setup
network parameters are: network of dim = 1, nei = 2, with size of 60 nodes and 120 lines
(240 relays), which means an average node degree of 4. The selection of the parameters
is based on a practical system with 60 buses, 110 lines, and average degree of 3.67 [91].
The rewiring probability is set to pr = 0.1, as mentioned in [87, 88, 89, 93, 94] that an
intermediate value of pr (e.g., 0.01 to 0.1) will result in a more typical small world network.
The defense strength of relays is set at different levels (e.g., 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8) to test the
effects. In the Fig. 5.3, the curves of estimation and simulation almost match. Thus the
effect of local attack can be accurately estimated by the attacker as a base case.
Random attack focuses on trip of local lines. Area-based attack amplifies damages by
tripping more neighbor lines of the selected targets. As an upper bound, the iterative
area-based attack may provide the most benefit for an attacker. We compare the results
of estimation and simulation for iterative area-based attack. The network parameters used
are the same as in the random attack test. The result is shown in Fig. 5.4a. The difference
between estimation and simulation is demonstrated in Fig. 5.4b.
From the result in Fig. 5.4b, we observe that for Pf = 0.2, after attack resource is
larger than 32 units (e.g., the attacker can attack about 12% of the relays in the system if
each is assigned 1 unit of resource), the absolute value of percentage of difference between
estimation and simulation
∣∣∣ (simulation − analysis)analysis ∣∣∣ will be smaller than 10%. The similar
trend is also observed for the curve of Pf = 0.5 and the curve of Pf = 0.8 (when amount of
resource larger than 48 and 96 units respectively). From the analysis, the attacker with NA
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Figure 5.3: Effect of Random Attacks on Local Lines.
units of resource can compromise Nr = NA ·(1−Pf ) relays in the iterative area-based attack.
If we divide Nr by the total number of relays in the system, we get 10.7%, 10% and 9%
respectively. Also for iterative area-based attack, the attacker will compromise two primary
relays for a target line. Thus on average, when the attacker is able to compromise 10% of
the lines/areas, the estimation of the attack result can be more accurate (with difference
less than 10%). Compare the result of area-based attack with the result of random attack,
we observe that the attack efficiency is dramatically increased at relatively small amount
of attack resources.
We also test the effect cascading-aware attack. The probability of triggering cascading
failures in a network is analyzed with different parameters of attack number K, defense
strength Pf , and size of initial line set nk. The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. We also
examine the attack efficiency in Fig. 5.6, where we change nm, and set nk = 0.05L. Our
observations are as following:
(1). The defense strength Pf has large effect on cascading result, as shown in Fig. 5.5a
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(a) Expected Line Trip
(b) Difference Between Analysis and Simulation
Figure 5.4: Evaluation of Effect of Iterative Area-based Attacks.
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through Fig. 5.5d. As we can see, when system defense is relatively high (e.g., Pf =
0.8), as we increase the value of K, the probability of triggering cascading still decreases
dramatically. As a comparison, at the situation when Pf is relatively small, increasing K
slightly can significantly increase the potential cascading-aware attack damage.
(2). Larger initial line set size nk also increase the difficulty of cascading-aware attack,
because it is more difficult to trip all required initial lines with certain amount of resources,
even the critical relays have moderate or low defense strength. In the real world, this may
correspond to the situation where the system is relatively large and load is moderate, or
the system is designed robustly so that it is not that easy to trigger cascading failure even
certain proportion of the system components are out of work.
(3). Given certain amount of attack resources, the attacker may determine how to
conduct the cascading-aware attack (e.g., amount of resources assigned to a single relay).
As shown in Fig. 5.6, for different system conditions, if the attacker knows some critical
parameters (e.g., the size of potential extra line trip and relay defense), he can estimate the
result of his attack, such as expected number of line trips and attack efficiency. Then the
attacker can make decision on how to use his resources for the attack. For example, while
more attack resources will lead to higher successful probability, the attacker may assign
certain amount of resources to a relay (K) in order to achieve the highest attack efficiency.
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(a) Each Relay Assigned 1 Unit of Resource
(b) Each Relay Assigned 3 Units of Resource
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(c) Each Relay Assigned 5 Units of Resource
(d) Direct Cascading-aware Attack at High Defense Strength
Figure 5.5: Evaluation of Direct Cascading-aware Attacks.
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(a) At Defense Strength Pf = 0.2
(b) At Defense Strength Pf = 0.5
Figure 5.6: Attack Efficiency of Cascading-aware Attacks Under Different Parameters.
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5.5.2 Effect of Different Confirmation Rules
In basic agent-based relay protection and basic agent-reputation-based relay protection, a
single confirmation is required if a backup relay receives a trip request from its primary relay.
The assumption is that the possibility of multiple hidden failures exposed at the same time
is relatively small. By exploiting this protection mechanism, the attacker can compromise
the two primary relays of a transmission line, and use area-based attacks to trip the neighbor
lines. As a straight-forward improvement, a relay may require the confirmations coming
from majority number of neighbor agents in order to trip the line. We will evaluate majority
confirmation rule in this section.
We first examine the potential worst case for system protection where the attacker
knows that majority confirmation rule is used, and uses iterative area-based attack. To
attack the system under majority confirmation rule, the attacker may compromise both
primary relays and the corresponding Zone 3 relays in an area. The analysis and simulation
results are shown in Fig. 5.7a and Fig. 5.7b, including the expected number of line trips
and the difference between analysis and simulation. Similar trend is observed for majority
confirmation case compared with basic confirmation case. For different defense strengths
of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, the difference between estimation and simulation is decreasing as the
amount of attack resources goes up. For Pf = 0.2, after the attack resource is larger than
70 units, the difference will be smaller than 10%. Under the majority confirmation rule, on
average an attack to each area requires 5 relays to achieve majority, in this way the attacker
can compromise about 11 areas in the system. Consider there are 120 lines in the system,
this ratio is about 9.6%, which is a similar number to the basic confirmation rule. While
for the other two curves, their analysis and simulation get closer after 3% of the areas can
be compromised. Thus we may consider the estimation to be more accurate if more than
10% of the areas have been compromised, when iterative area-based attack is used under
majority confirmation.
When an attacker is planing an attack to the network, he may, or may not know the
protection scheme used in system. We test the situation if original relay selection strategy
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(a) Expected Line Trip
(b) Difference Between Analysis and Simulation
Figure 5.7: Effect of Iterative Area-based Attacks Under Majority Confirmation Rule.
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for area-based attack (to attack two primary relays for each selected area) is used, while
the system defense actually applies majority-based confirmation rule. We assume that the
attacker does not know the defense rule of the system. As a comparison, we also show the
effect of using the original area-based relay selection method to target basic confirmation
rule. Recall that basic agent-based protection schemes require 1 confirmation from a trusted
peer relay. The majority confirmation rule requires that, from all trusted replies, the number
of confirmations must be majority. As shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9, generally the number
of lines tripped under majority confirmation rule is smaller than the attack result in system
where basic confirmation rule is used. When the defense strength of devices is low, the
difference is not that significant if the attacker has sufficient attack resources. Because as
the amount of resources goes up, more relays are compromised. For a few of the targetted
lines, their primary relays and several backup relays may be compromised to achieve the
majority, and then their neighbor lines can be tripped indirectly. When the defense strength
becomes higher, the original area-based relay selection method can only achieve a much
smaller proportion of trips compared with the result at low defense situation. The reason is
because relays are more difficult to be compromised, and the majority requirement will be
more difficult to achieve for the original area-based relay selection method. As a result, the
compromised primary relays can hardly trip their neighbor protection relays (e.g., for the
case when Pf = 0.8). The tripped lines at the high defense situation are almost contributed
by locally compromised relays. For iterative area-based attack, since the selected areas
have few overlaps, it is more likely that the compromised relays are not neighbors. Thus
starting at moderate defense strength (e.g., Pf = 0.5), the effect of iterative area-based
attack decreases more significantly. This test demonstrates that majority confirmation
rule has improved defense of basic agent-based relay protection and basic agent-reputation-
based relay protection to original relay selection in area-based attack strategies. For higher
security consideration in the system, relay protection schemes should enable majority-based
confirmation rule in trip decision making.
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(a) Defense Strength Pf = 0
(b) Defense Strength Pf = 0.2
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(c) Defense Strength Pf = 0.5
(d) Defense Strength Pf = 0.8
Figure 5.8: Original Relay Selection Under Different Confirmation Rules (Iterative Area-
based Attacks).
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(a) Defense Strength Pf = 0
(b) Defense Strength Pf = 0.2
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(c) Defense Strength Pf = 0.5
(d) Defense Strength Pf = 0.8
Figure 5.9: Original Relay Selection Under Different Confirmation Rules (Basic Area-based
Attacks).
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Fig. 5.10a through Fig. 5.10d compare the effects of iterative and basic area-based at-
tacks under different confirmation rules. We test different defense strength levels, including
Pf = 0, which is the ideal situation to the attacker as all attacks will be successful. As
we have seen in previous analysis, iterative area-based attack is the best area-based attack
strategy for the attacker if we assume the attacker can know the results of previous attemps.
In this test we assume the attacker knows the defense rule used in the system, thus the orig-
inal area-based relay selection method will be used to attack basic agent-based and basic
agent-reputation-based protection schemes, as they require one confirmation. The majority
rule-aware area-based attacks will attack systems applying majority-based rule. Under the
basic confirmation scheme, if the iterative area-based attack is used, it can achieve much
more line trips. The reason is because in each attack the area with the most lines to trip
will be selected, and a minimum of two relays are attacked. Thus the attack efficiency of
iterative method will be much higher. As for the case under majority rule-based defense,
the difference between the two attack methods is up to 20%, which is lower than the dif-
ference in the basic confirmation scheme. At the situation of high relay defense strength,
for area-based attacks under majority-based rule, the basic and iterative selection methods
do not have significant difference. Because when Pf gets large, it will be more difficult to
compromise majority number of relays for a selected area in baisc area-based attack. While
for iterative area-based attack, the number of compromised areas will be much fewer, as
more resources will be used to compromise a single relay.
If the attacker does not have immediate information about previous attack results, or
does not have full knowledge of the system, he may use the basic area-based attack method.
Under the basic confirmation scheme, the number of line trips in basic area-based attacks
will be relatively smaller compared with iterative area-based attacks (e.g., around 60% of
the total trip). However, at certain situations the damage may still be significant. For
example, at Pf = 0.2, with 40 units of resource (e.g., can attack 16% of relays) the attacker
trips about 50% of the total lines (although much less than the iterative method). Consider
that basic area-based attacks may be conducted within a short period of time, this method
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may still be useful for the attacker at relatively low defense situations.
(a) Defense Strength Pf = 0
(b) Defense Strength Pf = 0.2
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(c) Defense Strength Pf = 0.5
(d) Defense Strength Pf = 0.8
Figure 5.10: Comparison of Area-based Attacks Under Different Confirmation Rules.
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5.5.3 Cascading-aware Attack Exploiting Reputation Schemes
We demonstrate the effect of the cascading attack exploiting agent-reputation-based pro-
tection schemes, the results are shown in Fig. 5.11a through Fig. 5.11c. The test network
is generated with 120 nodes, L = 240 lines, d(avg) = 4, pr = 0.05. Assume the relays
on the initial lines have high defense strength of 0.9, while other relays and nodes have
relatively low defense strength. A total amount of 50 units of resources are used to conduct
the cascading-aware attack. Two cascading attack methods are used. For an original direct
cascading attack, each relay is assigned K = total resourceinitial size units of attack resources; in a
agent-reputation-based cascading attack, each relay is assigned Kr =
K
2 −Kn units of at-
tack resources where each attacked node is assigned Kn units of resource. We assume in the
example that the number of extra cascading line trips nm = 0.25L. In the real world, actual
cascading damages may be more serious. According to the evaluation results in [85], when
a power system is heavily loaded (e.g., higher than 80%), the ratio of failed components
after cascading failure can be higher than 50%, or even approach 100%.
Fig. 5.11a shows the probability of triggering cascading using the two methods. In the
test, for a agent-reputation-based cascading attack, we equally divide the attack resources
among relays and routers. As we can see, given certain defense parameters, when the
initial line set {nk} is relatively small, even the defense strength of the initial lines is high,
the original direct cascading-aware attack still has a high probability to trigger cascading
failures, because more resources can be used on a relay. When the size of initial line set gets
larger, the agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack becomes more effective since it
is more difficult to directly trip all required lines. For example, when the initial line set
nk = 10, the probability of agent-reputation-based attack can be 100 times higher than
direct attacks. Fig. 5.11b demonstrates analysis of the expected number of tripped lines
and the corresponding simulation results. Fig. 5.11c shows the extra line trip ratio of the
agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack from Fig. 5.11b. Denote the expected line
trips in the agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack as E1, and trips in the direct





(a) Probability of Triggering Cascading Failure
(b) Expected Line Trip
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(c) Benefit of Reputation-aware Cascading-aware Attacks over Direct Attacks
Figure 5.11: Comparison of Cascading-aware Attacks Under Different Sizes of Initial Line
Set {nk}.
We also test the effect of different amount of attack resources for the two cascading
attack methods. The results are shown in Fig. 5.12a through Fig. 5.12c. In this test, we
set nk = 5, and keep the other parameters same as in Fig. 5.11. The resources are equally
assigned to each selected relay and router. As we can see, at the beginning (e.g., the amount
of attack resources is relatively small), when more resources applied, the effect of agent-
reputation-based attacks increases much faster than direct attacks. When the amount of
resources continues increasing, the cascading triggering probability of the original direct
cascading-aware attack will get close to the agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack
method. The analysis and simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.12b. Compare the curves
between the two cascading-aware attacks, we can see that, for a given defense strength,
the agent-reputation-based cascading attack can achieve the same damage with much less
resources (e.g., only take 30% of the resources used by direct attack). The extra line trip
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ratio of agent-reputation-based cascading attack is shown in Fig. 5.12c.
(a) Probability of Triggering Cascading Failure
(b) Expected Line Trip
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(c) Benefit of Reputation-based Cascading-aware Attacks over Direct Attacks
Figure 5.12: Comparison of Cascading-aware Attacks Under Different Attack Resources.
From the evaluation we can see that only increasing the defense strength of critical
relays is not sufficient to protect the system due to the potential indirect attacks. A straight
forward improvement is to increase the defense strength of the directly connected routers
and the neighbor relays, so that indirect attacks will not be as easy as in the previous
examples. The network and attack parameters are same as in Fig. 5.11. We first increase
the defense of routers by 100% and 200%. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13a. As the
size of initial line set becomes larger, the defense is significantly improved (e.g., can be
more than 500 times better than low defense). Fig. 5.13b shows the results of increasing
neighbor relay defense, which also dramatically decrease the cascading probability. For
certain amount of attack resources there is limited improvement when nk is relatively small
because the attacker can still assign sufficient resources to trip the lines; when there are
more initial lines, the resources for neighbor devices of each target relay will become less,
thus increasing the difficulty of cascading attack. Fig. 5.13c shows the results of increasing
both routers’ and relays’ defense. The effect is better than purely enhancing routers or
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relays, that the probability of cascading failures under agent-reputation-based attacks can
decrease even faster than direct attacks.
(a) Improve Defense Strength of Routers
(b) Improve Defense Strength of Relays
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(c) Improve Defense Strength of Both Routers and Relays
Figure 5.13: Improve Defense Strength of Network Devices.
In addition, we observe two issues that are also important to mitigate potential cascading
damages. The first is to prevent the attacker from knowing or estimating important data,
like the current system state, the defense strength, or the potential critical lines. If the
attacker manages to learn the information, then the system can only rely on its defense
strength to prevent cascading failures. If the attacker happened to “guess” the critical lines,
but does not have knowledge about the detailed defense strength, then it will be another
problem for him to determine how to select attack method. For different defense parameters,
an attack method may be not always superior than another, and at some situations it may
perform worse. If the attacker does not select the proper attack method, on one hand he
may not conduct the attack successfully, on the other hand, the abnormal conditions may
be noticed after certain amount of time. Second, the system should avoid running at heavy
load, because the number of initial lines can be small at heavy load. The attacker can
use his limited attack resources on the initial lines (if obtaining critical information). A
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device may have relatively high defense strength, however, with more resources targeting
the device, the attacker can still increase his chance to trigger a cascading failure.
The key component of the agent-reputation-based cascading attack is that the attacker
can indirectly trip a critical line from its neighbor relays. In that situation, a critical
relay is seen as a backup relay for another line. We argue that protection system should
restrict/disable sending of trip requests to the critical relays at the current system state
(e.g., lines belonging to {nk}), especially when the system load is heavy. As the system is
approaching a risky condition, triggering cascading failures will be relatively easier than in
the light load situation, and the extra cascading damages can also be enormous, which may
result in unstable system state. The goal of trip requests from primary relays is to speed up
the react of Zone 3 relays (e.g., to isolate faults faster) when primary relays do not work,
or inform Zone 3 relays to trip if they do not behave correctly. When primary relays do not
work, if there is a real fault in the primary line, the backup relays should be able to detect
the fault, and send queries to its neighbors. If a backup relay does not respond to a remote
fault, it means both the primary relay and backup relay encounter faults. This probability
can be much smaller than the successful attack probability of malicious attacks.
If a primary relay cannot issue trip requests to its backup relays, then the trip of a critical
line linei will have two cases: (1) the primary relays of linei are compromised, and (2) the
primary relays of linei are experiencing device malfunctions (e.g., hidden failures). As we
have introduced, the agent-based protection is designed to deal with the hidden failure
problem. In order for a critical relay to trip, it should receive at least one confirmation
from its neighbors. Depending on different protection schemes, we need different numbers
of replies. For example, the basic agent-based protection scheme requires one trusted reply,
while more strict schemes may require trusted replies from a majority number of neighbors.
If an attacker successfully compromises certain neighbor relays, then he can send false
confirmations. Denote the probability of hidden failure exposed in a relay as PHF , assume
the basic agent-based protection scheme is used as this is the best condition for an attacker,
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then the probability of triggering cascading failures can be computed as:
P (triggering cascaidng) =
(
1− (1− PHF )2
)nk · (1− PKf )nk (5.10)
Due to the improved reliability of devices, the failure of a device itself is relatively low
(e.g., 10−5), while the probability of exposed hidden failures can be much higher (e.g.,
10−3) [95]. We compute the probability of triggering a cascading failure due to false confir-
mations, and compare with the agent-reputation-based cascading-aware attack. We assume
routers and relays have relatively high defense strength (e.g., 0.8), and the number of lines
in the initial cascading line set is set to different values in the test. The results are shown
in Table. 5.2. We observe that, without primary trip requests, the probability of triggering
cascading failures due to hidden failures is much smaller than the results due to deliberate
cyber attacks. Thus it is reasonable to consider disabling trip requests to critical relays.
Table 5.2: Comparison of Triggering Cascading without/with Primary Trip Requests.
nk = 1 nk = 2 nk = 3 nk = 4 nk = 5
Enable
request
0.928 0.332 0.028 0.001 2.12× 10−5
Disable
request
1.99× 10−3 3.98× 10−6 7.98× 10−9 1.59× 10−11 3.17× 10−14
5.6 Conclusion
In summary, we investigated three potential attack strategies to P2P relay protection
schemes. We analyzed and evaluated the effects of random attack, area-based attack, and
cascading-aware attack. We also investigated majority confirmation rule in relay protection,
and evaluated the effect of area-based attack under majority rule. In addition, we exam-
ined agent-reputation-based relay protection. We demonstrated its potential weakness in
cascading attacks, and provided several suggestions to mitigate the potential damages.
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CHAPTER 6
SYNCHRONIZED ROUTING FRAMEWORK FOR
PREDICTABLE REAL-TIME DELIVERY
As the electric power grid uses control and protection schemes to prevent the system
from reaching extreme conditions which cause instability or system collapse, the situational
awareness of system state is critical, which depends on the fast and accurate delivery of
measurements and control decisions. In smart grid, many monitoring and control appli-
cations will be deployed across widely geographically separated areas. However, current
over-provision based QoS methods cannot effectively provide performance assurance across
large areas, and in resource-limited environments like wireless networks, the over-provision
is expensive and hard to ensure. Based on these observations, we propose to explore the high
accuracy time synchronization available in smart grid. The high resolution and expected
wide deployment of these technologies provide us an opportunity to build a communication
architecture that is scalable, adaptive, and cost-effective in the smart grid. In this chap-
ter, we exploit the synchronized time as a global reference to help achieve the cooperation
among routers, and propose a framework to fulfill the requirement of real-time delivery. We
also propose a synchronized multihop scheduling (SMS) to dynamically adjust the service
priority of packets arriving at a router [13].
6.1 Background
The large blackouts happened in the traditional power grid lead to the emphasis of higher
precision monitoring and control for smart grid. In addition, efficiency is also an important
factor to be considered. Adding redundancy and providing enough margin for the power
system load enhance the reliability. On the other hand, operating the grid at lower levels
than its limits, introduces inefficiency because the transmission system is not fully used.
One critical technology involves sensor data that are timestamped at the microsecond level
and then delivered in real-time to give a coherent picture of a system for operators. As
a result, in smart grid the promising WAMS system is going to replace the old SCADA
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system, which is usually deployed in the most critical substations.
To meet these challenges, the communication network of smart grid should be able to
provide the required QoS to different types of real-time data. The application requirements
vary in SG, and among the most critical ones are measurement and protection data, which
usually have to be delivered in tens of milliseconds. The end-to-end delay of a packet
consists of three parts: propagation, transmission, and queueing delay. While propagation
and transmission delays are usually static and have limited impacts, many researches focus
on reducing queueing delays for different classes of traffic through scheduling.
Packet scheduling has been extensively investigated and many ideas have been proposed
in the past. First-in-first-out (FIFO) with over-provision does not work well for real-time
traffic with strict requirements, especially when across large areas. Per-hop scheduling
schemes such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [66, 67], Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [68,
69], are not scalable and is difficult to deploy across multiple domains. Core-Jitter Virtual
Clock (CJVC) [9] addresses the scalability issue in a domain by eliminating per-flow states
at core routers, but it is still difficult to deploy over multiple domains.
Collaborative scheduling schemes such as FIFO+ [70] and CEDF [71], and CMS [72, 73]
look into multi-hop scheduling to further exploit sharing among multiple routers. However,
they mostly utilize upstream information at a hop, without exploring the dynamics in
downstream paths.
6.2 Synchronization Technology
In the characterizing of network performance, one-way delay (OWD) is a straightforward
metric for a packet and has received quite a lot of attention. Estimating OWD between the
sender and the receiver is fairly easy if the time is synchronized between the sender and the
receiver. As a result, the delay can simply be calculated as the difference of the receiver’s
time-stamp and the sender’s time-stamp (stored in the packet header). Currently there are
mainly three time synchronization technologies:
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• Network Time Protocol (NTP)
• Global Positioning System (GPS)
• IEEE 1588 Protocol (PTP)
NTP is not suitable for real-time traffic due to its relatively low accuracy, e.g., it is
estimated that the resolution of NTP on public networks is between 10 and 50ms. GPS has
high accuracy, normally in the order of microseconds. GPS usually requires special equip-
ment such as a receiver and an antenna (compensating the weak signal inside buildings),
and may be a little costly than the other two technologies. However, in the smart grid, as
a variety of devices and applications requiring high timing precision will be deployed, the
overall cost is still acceptable.
The IEEE 1588 was designed to provide accurate timing in distributed systems, for
example, enabling precise clock synchronization in measurement and control systems. Today
many emerging products supporting this technology are being developed in local networks.
The main use of PTP is for a group of relatively stable components, such as local area
networks supporting multicast communications (including but not limited to Ethernet).
The pure software implementation of PTP on standard components provides precision in
the range of 10 to 100µs; while the maximum accuracy in the range of 100ns can be achieved
with the help of calibrated atomic clocks. For areas where the deployment of GPS is not
cost-effective, PTP is a good alternative.
6.3 Proposed Synchronized Architecture
In this section, we first present the proposed synchronized framework, and then analyze its
effectiveness for the scheduling scheme. It is extremely challenging to support predictable
real-time delivery in a large scale while considering scalability, incremental deployment, cost
effectiveness, and adaptivity. We will utilize synchronized time to address the challenge.
Motivation. One main challenge in providing real-time delivery on the current In-
ternet is that we do not have effective cooperative mechanisms among distributed routers,
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especially across domains. In reservation-based solutions, each router on a flow path is
assigned with a per-hop delay bound during a flow set-up phase. Such static allocations
can be easily achieved in a single domain but lack scalability. Moreover, it limits exploiting
resource sharing among routers across paths and domains to further improve performance.
While core-stateless approaches emphasize inter-router collaboration in a single domain,
the current Internet lacks inter-domain cooperation. One domain cannot enforce its pol-
icy on other domains, and service polices at each domain may be frequently changed for
their own purposes, e.g., load balancing. Therefore, we need a novel mechanism to ease this
inter-domain constraint. The proposed framework focuses on this issue, and provides better
delivery predictability by exploiting better resource sharing across routers and domains.
Key Idea. We utilize synchronized time as a global reference to assist inter-router and
inter-domain cooperation in a distributedly cooperative fashion. First, each router runs a
downstream-delay estimation mechanism that finds the expected delay from itself to known
real-time destination routers. Second, when a real-time packet arrives at the router, a path-
aware collaborative service mechanism determines the urgency of the packet, based on its
upstream elapsed delay, its estimated downstream delay, and its delay requirement. The
urgency is then used by the router to determine the service priority of a packet. When
every router forwards the packet in this way, it will arrive at its destination on time with a
high probability, given that the path is not congested with real-time traffic. We can ensure
this condition with a simple admission control as discussed in the following.
Basic Assumptions. We first consider a single domain deployment. Our basic as-
sumptions are: (a) Routers collaborate with each other to estimate delays to real-time
destinations. (b) A simple admission control is performed at a source router. With a delay
estimation mechanism, a source router knows the expected delay to a destination router,
Dm. When a source starts a flow to the destination router with a delay requirement smaller
than Dm, it will be rejected. (c) No per-flow bandwidth reservation is required on routers.
(Static or dynamic per-class reservations can be used for important flows if necessary.) (d)
We do not consider selfish routers, which is out of the scope of this paper. (e) For easy
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illustration, we divide traffic into two classes at a router: real-time and non-real-time. We
always give real-time traffic higher priority. Note that the estimated delays are only for
real-time traffic. (f) Assume that a path from a real-time source to its destination is not
heavily congested, e.g., the Internet2 infrastructure is seldom congested. We will investi-
gate intelligent adaptation schemes to ensure this condition. In the meantime, the proposed
framework is expected to deal with short-term congestions. The proposed routing scheme
can also take advantage of multiple paths for the same flow.
Basic Mechanisms. Since we do not reserve resource for a flow at a router, the question
for a router is how to determine the expected service delay at this hop for a packet. We
utilize the synchronized time to assist the router: the router first estimates its urgency, and
then determines its local target service priority based on the urgency. Two key mechanisms
support these operations:
(i) Downstream-delay estimation mechanism in a single domain and across multiple
domains. We present and discuss the ideas for this mechanism as follows. First, in a single
domain, routers exchange measurements with neighbors, either via proactively probing or
passively piggybacking. Based on the exchanges, a router builds a complete delay graph of
the domain, and then derives a delay estimation table that includes various delay metrics to a
destination router, e.g., the minimum delay, the average delay and variance. Table 6.1 shows
an example of the delay table at router R0, which is used by the collaborative scheduling
mechanism to conduct predictable forwarding. We focus on the delays between routers, and
assume the first/last hop delay between a host and its router is small and negligible.
Second, for across multiple domains, probing individually is impractical. We will design
a distributed measurement framework motivated by the research on Internet delay prop-
erties. It shows that the delays between domains are multi-level clusters. We will further
explore the similar idea as the Internet Atlas [96] to develop a structural delay measurement
framework to utilize the known common Internet properties. Assume we have a set of van-
tage points that constantly generate light measurement traffic among themselves, in order
to cover common path segments in the Internet core. These segments are usually shared
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on the paths between many sources and destinations. For each domain, it will first locate
itself on the Atlas and then utilizes the common measurements on the Atlas to estimate
delays to destination domains.
For a real-time flow whose initial path shown in Fig. 6.1, the measured average delay
at hop i is di with a variance vi, and the measured minimum delay is d
m
i . In Table. 6.1,
we then have the minimum expected delay to destination k as Dmi =
∑
dmj , i ≤ j ≤ k; the
estimated delay to destination k as Di = F (di, vi, . . . , dk, vk), and the variance of estimated
delay to destination k as Vi = Fv(di, vi, . . . , dk, vk), where F () and Fv() are the functions
of downstream delays, loads, and their variances. Also shown in Fig. 6.1, when multiple
paths exist for a flow, the proposed scheme can select a proper path based on the expected
performance of downstream paths.
Figure 6.1: Paths from R0 to Rk.
Table 6.1: Delay Estimation Table at Router R0.
R0 Minimum Delay Average delay Delay Variance · · ·
R1 D
m
1 D1 V1 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Rk D
m
k Dk Vk · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
(ii) A path-aware collaborative service mechanism at a router forwards a packet with
regard to its end-to-end (e2e) requirement. We summarize the notations in Table. 6.2.
Assume that a packet k from flow i, denoted as pki , of a real-time flow carries its birth-time
t0, its end-to-end delay requirement D0, and its predictability requirement P0, which means
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Table 6.2: Notations Used for Performance Analysis.
Term Definition
pki Packet k from flow i
du(p
k





i ) Arrival time of p
k
i at a hop
t0(p
k
i ) The birth time of p
k
i by the source
dd(p
k





i ) Target delay of p
k
i at time t
S(t, pki ) Slack time of p
k
i at time t
Q(t, pki ) Expected queueing delay of p
k
i at time t
P0 Delay violation requirement
the probability that the packet arrives at its destination with a delay longer than D0 will
be at most P0 or lower.





i )− t0(pki ), where tar(pki ) is the packet arrival time and t0(pki ) is its birth time t0. It is
easily obtained due to the synchronized time.
At the time of arrival, the estimated downstream delay from the current hop to the
destination of the packet, denoted as dd(tar, p
k
i ), is given, e.g., from the delay table. We
can then figure out the target delay of the packet at time t as dt(t, p
k
i ) = D0− (t− t0(pki ))−
dd(t, p
k
i ), which is the maximum delay that the packet is expected to spend at this hop.
Here, t can be any time instant while this packet is still at this hop. Based on this target
delay, the router’s current load, and the resource competition from other real time packets at
the router, the packet is given a priority to maximize its probability to reach its destination
on time. It is then inserted in a service queue sorted by priority.
Note that once a packet is inserted into the service queue, the router will not reschedule
it. Normally, we want to ensure the actual service delay of a packet is smaller than its
target time. When each router on the path forwards the packet strictly in this way, it will
likely arrive at the destination on time within the given delay requirement.
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However, due to resource competition of other real-time packets, the router may not be
able to meet the requirement of packet pki , because we do not reserve resource for a flow.
A more urgent packet q can be inserted ahead of pki . Then its expected service delay is




i ) ≤ d′(pki )
)
, we may have the actual delay
d′(pki ) exceeds its target delay dt(t, p
k
i ). In this case, downstream routers of p
k
i automatically
increase its urgency and help it catch up. When these routers have sufficient resource, pki
will still reach its destination on time; otherwise, it will be late. To find packets that can
cede their resource to a late packet, we define the slack time of a packet at time t to represent
the maximum extra delay that the packet can spend at a hop, S(t, pki ) = dt(t, p
k
i )−Q(t, pki ),
where Q(t, pki ) is the expected queueing delay of packet p
k
i due to other packets.
Three Basic Scheduling Schemes. To implement the proposed path-ware scheduling
idea, we first introduce a scheduling method (M1) which simply uses the target delay of a
packet dt(t, p
k
i ) as its path-aware priority and serve packets in the increasing order of their
target times. We first discuss this method and then define two improvement methods (M2
and M3).
In M1, the scheduling process is as follows. When packet pki arrives at a router, we
need to decide where to insert it in the routing queue. First, we compute its target time as
t + dt(t, p
k
i ), and then compare its target time with packets in the queue to find where to
insert. The conditions for packet pki to be inserted before packet p
m
j are dt(t, p
k
i ) < dt(t, p
m
j )
and S(t, pmj ) > L/C, where L is the packet size and C is the link capacity. For ease of
discussion, we assume all packets have the same size. The first condition means pki has
a smaller target time than pmj ; the second condition ensures that the service of p
m
j is not
damaged if we insert pki in front of p
m
j . If both conditions are met, we consume L/C unit of
capacity provided by pmj . Furthermore, we continue to compare p
k
i with other packets until
we find packet pnl of another flow n, dt(t, p
k
i ) > dt(t, p
n
l ) or S(p
n




The reason that we use a combination of target time and slack time to determine if a
packet can be inserted ahead of another is as follows. After packet pki is enqueued, other
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packets with higher priority may be inserted in front of it. In this case, we consider pki as
a catch-up capacity provider to other packets. However, we need to carefully examine how
many packets can use this capacity, because pki might not fulfill its own requirement if there
are many such packets.
Now we improve the above method based on known downstream patterns, e.g., the
observed delay distribution. Assume the downstream path delay for pki has a normal distri-
bution with parameters (µ, σ), where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation value
of the downstream delay. In M1, once a packet pki cannot be moved forward in the queue
because of S(pnl ) < L/C, we have S(t, p(i, k)) = dt(t, p
k
i ) − Q(t, pki ) < 0, where Q(t, pki ) is
its queueing delay. This means D0 − (t − ts(pki )) − Q(t, pki ) < dd(t, pki ), i.e., this packet is
expected not to be delivered within its requirement. However, it may still have a chance to
arrive on time if it is sped up in its downstream.
To figure out this chance, we define the available time for the packet to traverse the
downstream path as dA = D0− (t− t0(pki ))−Q(t, pki ). If we can ensure that at each down-
stream hop P (dD > dA) ≤ P0, where P0 is the packet’s violation probability requirement,
the path requirement can still be ensured. Since we have the delay distribution to each
destination path, we can check whether the above condition is satisfied. If it is, we do
nothing at the current hop; if not, we further adjust of the packet’s priority and move it
ahead other packets in the queue. We name this second method M2.
To determine the benefit of such adjustment, we carefully examine whether the overall
gain is increased or not, because such adjustment means that another packet is slow down.









where fi(t) and fj(t) are the measured delay distribution of flow i and flow j to the desti-
nation from the current hop, moving pki ahead p
m
j will increase the overall system gain.
We also consider another improvement method over M2, named M3. In M2, we use
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the long-term downstream distribution. By applying such distribution, we assume that
the downstream delay at the next measurement cycle could be any value satisfying the
distribution (µ, σ). However, as the measurement cycle is relative small, the delay change is
more closely related to the current measurement (µ′, σ′), i.e., the delay seldom has a large
change in a small cycle. The probability that the next delay is near the current measurement
is higher than a measurement far away. Therefore, we use a local distribution to characterize
the delay changes in a small scale. Here we use a simple autoregressive model of AR(1) to
represent the delay evolution.
In the Gaussian first-order autoregressive process, or AR(1) process, the current value
is based on the immediately preceding value. It can be written as:
zt = (1− ϕ)θ + ϕzt−1 + σεt
where ϕ, θ, and σ are fixed scalars, and ε is the standard normal variable. With |ϕ| < 1,
AR(1) has the conditional distribution of zt ∼ N((1−ϕ)θ+ϕzt−1, σ2), and the unconditional
distribution of zt ∼ N(θ, σ21−ϕ2 )
The assumption in M3 is that the next measured value dd(t+1) has a higher probability
to be close to the current dd(t), in which dd(t + 1) = (1 − a) · b + a · dd(t) + ∆, where
∆ ∼ N(0, σ), which means the change between the current and the next value is normally
distributed; a is an index between (0, 1) showing the dependency of the current and the
next value, and b is a fixed scalar. Then we have, conditional mean E[dd(t + 1)|dd(t)] =
(1 − a) · b + a · dd(t), conditional standard deviation Std[dd(t + 1)|dd(t)] = σ. That is,
[dd(t+ 1)|dd(t)] ∼ N((1− a) · b+ a · dd(t), σ). When we properly select a, b, and σ, we can
decide the local distribution of delay.
6.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we first identify the advantage of the proposed schemes using numerical
evaluation, and then compare them with existing methods via simulation.
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6.4.1 Numerical Comparison of SMS and CMS
We show the advantage of SMS in a simplified numerical comparison, assume ideal situation.
We target a single flow i at a single router in the evaluation. We assume that packets of flow
i will arrive at the first hop router in a domain, which enables SMS or CMS. The flow has
path requirement as D0 = 60ms. We assume the flow already has certain upstream delay,
with delay value dU to be 20ms at 80% of time, and the remaining 20% period has a value
with a uniform distribution of [30, 40)ms. Assume the service time of a packet at the router
is L/C = 4ms. The total path delay of a packet is dU +dD +dR where dR is the total delay
of the packet at the router. Flow i still has two hops to the destination. We let both CMS
and SMS perform adjustment as they can at a hop (e.g., to decrease the packet delay at the
router) within their adjustment range (min(dR) = 4ms). We measure their cost to show
the overhead they may introduce (e.g., how much time is compensated to speed up packets
from flow i). We assume there is another reference flow k at the router. This flow starts at
this router, its delay requirement is 60ms, and it has three hops to destination. We assume
flow k is “ideal” that it has unlimited ability to “help” the other flows at the router; in
addition, it has a downstream delay of exactly 40ms. For the CMS, the adjustment index η
is between 40% to 80% of δ to test different adjustment ranges. Notice that at the first hop
the packet priority under CMS will be within a range of [δ− η, δ+ η], while SMS does not
have a range limit for the priority. Assume dR(i) has a relationship to the constant waiting





. Under SMS and CMS, different
methods will be used to compute the flow priority.
SMS can better utilize downstream available resource. In the test, we set flow i down-
stream delay dD = 18ms for 20% of time so it may compensate some upstream delay vari-
ances. We make the period of time when downstream delay drops to overlap with the period
when upstream delay increases, as in Fig. 6.2. The percentage of overlapped area, x%, varies
from 0 to 100% as shown in Fig. 6.3e. For SMS, within the area of upstream variance and
downstream variance overlap, the violation probability of the flow i is P (dU > 38ms) = 0.2;
beyond that area, the violation probability is P (dU > 36ms) = 0.4. Thus under SMS, the
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total violation probability for an overlap of x% is P (v) = 0.2 · x · 0.4 + 0.2 · (1− x) · 0.2. Al-
though both violation probabilities of SMS and CMS drop as downstream delay decreases,
SMS has a much smaller violation probability than CMS.
Figure 6.2: Downstream and Upstream Delay Overlap Area.
Another observation from Fig. 6.3e is that, under SMS, the average cost of a packet
decreases as the overlap area broadens. The reason is that with compensation by the
downstream, some packets do not need to be scheduled so aggressively at their current
hop and they can still fulfill the requirement. As we can see from Fig 6.3a to Fig. 6.3d,
if the adjustment index ηi gets larger, the performance of CMS also becomes better and
may reach the same level of SMS. However, for all ranges of overlap area, the cost of CMS
does not change; and in order to reach the same violation ratio as SMS, CMS needs to pay
more additional cost. In addition, with the increase of the overlap area, this cost difference
between CMS and SMS also becomes larger. The reason is that CMS does not consider the
information of downstream path. If upstream becomes a little congested, and downstream is
not that busy, flows under CMS will have a higher service priority. For example, with some
delay drops at downstream, CMS will still aggressively serve the packets at their current
hop; while for SMS, for example, if the upstream delay increases by 5ms and downstream
delay drops 2ms, then we only need to compensate the remaining 3ms.
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(a) Overlap Area = 0
(b) Overlap Area = 30%
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(c) Overlap Area = 70%
(d) Overlap Area = 100%
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(e) Overall Evaluation
Figure 6.3: Comparison of SMS and CMS.
6.4.2 Simulation Evaluation of Three SMS Schemes
We also examine the performance of SMS under different settings using simulations. To
illustrate the basic performance, we focus on scheduling on a single hop, assume we have the
downstream delay as a normal distribution (µ, σ). Moreover, we generate the downstream
delay following the AR(1) model described in the previous section, such that the delays
seen by two adjacent packets are correlated and change in a normally distributed manner.
For simplicity, we first examine the effect of downstream delay and set upstream delay to
be constant, 0. Assume there are two classes of flows: class1 and class2; each class contains
4 flows and all with a path requirement D0 = 80ms. First we examines the effect of the
difference between two downstream paths. We set µ1 = 40ms, µ2 = 30ms, σ1 = σ2 = 12ms.
The flows are generated as exponential on-off sources with a peak rate rb = 0.2Mbps in an
on-period, and 0 bps in an off-period, and ton = toff = 120ms. We decrease µ2 by 10%
each time to see the effect.
We can see from Fig. 6.4a through Fig. 6.4c when the difference between µ1 and µ2
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gets larger, all three methods have better performance with less packets violating their
requirements, among which, class2 flows have a smaller violation ratio than class1 flows.
M2 and M3 are better than M1 due to their additional adjustment of packets according to
the known delay distribution. M2 has the lowest violation ratio.
(a) Class-1 Performance Under Different µ2
(b) Class-2 Performance Under Different µ2
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(c) Overall Performance Under Different µ2
Figure 6.4: Effect of Delay Mean on SMS Performance.
Another parameter of downstream delay is variance. We also test the effect of changing
downstream variance and compare the result with the effect of changing mean value. Here
we set the parameters as the above case but this time we keep µ1 = 40ms, µ2 = 30ms, We
decrease σ2 by 10% each time from the original 12ms.
As shown from Fig. 6.5a through Fig. 6.5c, when changing the downstream variance,
both classes’ violation ratios only decrease a little; M2 and M3 still have better performance
than M1; M2 also has some advantage over M3. Comparing the above two simulations, we
can see that as ∆µ becomes larger, it brings two benefits to the traffic: (1) it directly
decreases the urgent degree of the target flows, leaving it more opportunities to fulfill the
requirements; (2) the decrease of urgent level of class2 traffic also enables it to wait a little
more extra time on the hop, thus indirectly contribute some resource to be utilized by
others, such as class1 flows here. As a result, all traffic would benefit from this change.
On the other hand, the decrease of variance of one path does not improve the performance
of class2 traffic by a same factor as the mean. We can see that the performance of class1
changes little, which means class1 hardly benefits from class2’s delay variance change. This
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may indicate that we should focus more on the difference of mean value.
(a) Class-1 Performance Under Different σ2
(b) Class-2 Performance Under Different σ2
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(c) Overall Performance Under Different σ2
Figure 6.5: Effect of Delay Variance on SMS Performance.
6.4.3 Compare Among Different Scheduling Mechanisms
In this section we compare the performance of different scheduling mechanisms under dif-
ferent settings on a single hop. Particularly we are interested in comparing SMS and CMS
because they both focus on coordination. We are interested how SMS can help us.
The simulation environment setting is shown in Fig. 6.6.
To compare with CMS, we assume the simulated hop is the second hop R2 as shown
in Fig. 6.6. We have two sources S1 and S2 generating traffic. The flow1 and flow2 are
competing on R2, and the two flows have separated downstream paths from R3. We denote
them as class1 and class2 traffic, respectively. The flows are generated as exponential on-off
sources with a peak rate rb = 0.2Mbps in an on-period, and 0 bps in an off-period, and
ton = toff = 120ms. The total requirement is D0 = 80ms. For CMS, let the local deadline
to be δ1 = δ2 = D0/4 = 20ms, the local adjustment to be η1 = η2 = δ1 ∗ 20%. Since
CMS does not use downstream information, we set both downstream to be µ = 0.4 · D0,
σ = 0.1 ·D0. For class1 to be adjusted most in CMS, we set the upstream delay of the two
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Figure 6.6: Simulation Topology.
classes to be du,1(p
k
1) = δ1 + η1 = 24ms and du,2(p
k
2) = δ2 − η2 = 16ms. The average load
changes from 60% to 80%. The on and off periods are both 120ms.
The goal of this setting is to give CMS the opportunity that its largest local adjustment
capability can be utilized so that “delayed” packets has the biggest chance to catch up at
the local hop under CMS. The test for SMS also follows the same settings as CMS. In other
words, this is a case that favors CMS adjustment.
From Fig. 6.7 we can see that at the single hop, when CMS can achieve the largest “help”
between two sets of flows, SMS is also able to achieve the similar performance with M1 or
a little better (with M2 and M3) for the traffic. This test demonstrates that when CMS
is given the “best” condition, at a single hop SMS’s performance is still better than CMS.
This coincides with our numerical results. In this test case, since the downstream delays
of the two classes are the same, we limit the advantage of SMS. If the potential capacity
difference between different flows is larger, SMS can achieve even better performance than
CMS.
CMS only uses the upstream delay for scheduling and each flow’s service priority is
dependent on the priority at the previous hop. Thus, at a hop this priority does not have
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of CMS and SMS when the Setting Favors CMS.
relation to other flows. What if the downstream delay is beyond the original estimation, e.g.,
with large fluctuation or become large for a certain period? Our next simulation examines
such situations.
We set the parameters as: upstream delay du,1 = du,2 = 16ms, µ1 = 42ms, µ2 changes
from 22ms to 38ms and downstream delay variance σ = 8ms; CMS has the same parameters
as the previous case. We also set the requirement P0 = 0.1 for all flows. The flows are
generated by exponential on-off sources with peak rate rb = 0.1875Mbps, the average load
is 75%. The on and off periods are both 120ms.
As we can see from Fig. 6.8a to Fig. 6.8c, for CMS, since it does not care the downstream
information, both classes would be assigned the same priority at this hop. In fact, at this
case, class1 should have been given a higher priority to meet its requirement. As a result, in
CMS, more class1 flows experience relatively high delay at the hop and the violation ratio
exceeds its requirement; class2 still maintains a good performance since its priority does
not change. Compared with CMS, under SMS, class1 has much better performance when
using M1, class2s violation ratio increases a little when using M2 and M3. This ratio even
decrease due to their additional adjustment (compared with M1). By adjusting the service
priority of the two classes, now class2 can wait a little longer time at the hop, letting class1
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to be served first, thus behaving like a capacity provider. The reason is that by considering
both upstream and downstream delays, the router has an overall view of the path condition
so that it can make a more accurate decision in resource sharing.
(a) Class-1 Performance Under Different µ2
(b) Class-2 Performance Under Different µ2
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(c) Overall Performance Under Different µ2
Figure 6.8: Comparison of SMS and CMS Under Different Downstream Delays.
Besides the benefit in using downstream delay, SMS also enables potential larger ad-
justment range than CMS. Recall that CMS has a local adjustment term η and this term
determines the adjustment ability at a hop. We now show the simulated result that if the
upstream delay is beyond the adjustment scope.
We set the parameters as following: for CMS, local priority increment δ1 = δ2 = 20ms,
the local adjustment term η1 = η2; the values of η change from 0.2·δ1 to 0.6·δ1; for upstream
delay du,1 = 36ms, du,2 changes from 20ms to 30ms; for downstream delay, mean value
µ1 = 26ms, µ2 = 26ms, variance σ = 4ms. The traffic load is 75% as the previous case and
the requirement is still P0 = 0.1. We use the identical downstream delay to compare CMS
with SMS without taking advantage of downstream information.
When upstream delay is beyond the adjustment capability of the hop, class1 flows cannot
get enough service priority (Fig. 6.9a) under CMS to fulfill its requirement. Although
class2 flows have good performance under CMS (Fig. 6.9b), this does not help improve
the performance of class1 due to the limitation in the assignment of service priority for
CMS. As shown in the figures, if we increase the value of η, the adjustment item for CMS,
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then class1 flows may utilize more resource and will be able to fulfill the requirement, as
the distance between two upstream delays start to decrease. As a consequence, class2
is delayed a little but still within its required violation probability. However, as we can
see, when η = 0.6 · δ, the violation probability of class1 in CMS is still 10% higher than
SMS-M1 while the performance of class 2 under CMS is already a little worse than that
of SMS-M1. This coincides with our numerical evaluation that CMS needs more cost than
SMS in order to fulfill the requirement, since it only relies on upstream path information
to make decision. M2 and M3 still have better performance than the others because of
their additional adjustments. Another issue we notice from the above two simulations is
that, in addition to fulfilling the requirements of different flows, SMS also provides a better
overall performance for the traffic (Fig. 6.8c and Fig. 6.9c). The larger the difference among
different paths’ delay to be (including both upstream and downstream delays), the more
advantages SMS will have over CMS.
(a) Class-1 Performance Under Different du,2
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(b) Class-2 Performance Under Different du,2
(c) Overall Performance Under Different du,2
Figure 6.9: Comparison of SMS and CMS Under Different Upstream Delays.
We have demonstrated that, despite the relatively accurate upstream delay, SMS also
relies on downstream information for more benefit. Now let us examine the effect of the
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accuracy of downstream information. In this simulation, we change the downstream variance
of the flows from 1ms to 16ms. The downstream delay parameters are µ1 = µ2 = 0.6 ·D0 =
32ms. We still use the parameters that favor CMS. Thus we set the local adjustment to be
η1 = η2 = δ1 · 20% = 4ms, the upstream delay of the two classes are du,1(p1,k) = δ1 + η1 =
24ms and du,2(p2,k) = δ2 − η2 = 16ms. δ1 = δ2 = D0/4 = 20ms. The average load is 70%.
(a) Overall Performance Under Different Variance
(b) Overall Improvement Under Different Variance
Figure 6.10: Comparison of SMS and CMS Under Different Downstream Delay Variance.
From Fig. 6.10a, the result looks similar to the previous simulation where we set the
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simulation parameters to favor CMS. The absolute difference between SMS and CMS curves
are not obvious. As the downstream delay variance gets larger, more packets will violate
their requirement. Now we look at how much improvement we have over CMS when the
variance changes. Fig. 6.10b shows the ratio of 1−PSMS(v)/PCMS(v), which is the benefit
we gain.
The result shows that when the variance increases, the advantage of SMS over CMS
varies. The largest benefit appears when the variance is small and decreases as the variance
increases. This indicates that when the delay fluctuation is not that high (for example, the
delay values of different flows do not cross each other and the priority of flows is obvious
over each other), SMS can bring more overall benefit, since the collected delay information
can accurately reflect how busy the path is.
6.5 Conclusion
In summary, we proposed a synchronized routing framework in this chapter. We used
the synchronized time as the global reference and designed a path-aware collaborative ser-
vice mechanism. We also proposed three scheduling methods using the synchronized time
and knowledge of downstream path delay distribution. We compare our proposed method
(SMS) with the existing scheduling scheme CMS. The evaluation shows SMS has a larger
adjustment range for packet priority to achieve better coordination of routers.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we investigated three problems related to smart grid protection,
including resource management for agent-based relay protection schemes, effects of cyber
attacks on agent-based relay protection schemes, and a synchronized routing framework for
real-time data delivery.
First, we proposed a static resource reservation scheme for the MA-based protection, and
improved its reliability by using backup paths in the system. We further improved network
resource utilization by considering the fact that a single hidden failure is the most common
error for relay protection. In addition, with the concrete knowledge of power systems,
we can identify the priority of power transmission lines, and select different backup paths
based on their priorities. We proposed a power-aware backup scheme to enable us to use less
network resources to fulfill the system reliability requirement. We also investigated P2P-
based protection. We proposed the primary and backup resource management schemes
for the P2P mode. Our evaluation shows that the proposed schemes greatly improve the
reliability of the power system while utilizing network resources more effectively.
Second, we investigated potential cyber attacks on P2P agent-based relay protection
schemes. We analyzed and evaluated three attack strategies of random attacks, iterative
area-based attacks, and cascading-aware attacks to relay agents. We achieve better under-
standing of how these attacks can reduce the effectiveness of relay protection system. We
also investigated the majority rule-based confirmation in relay protection, and observe that
it can improve system security compared with the basic confirmation rule. In addition,
we also proposed a reputation-based cascading-aware attack, by exploiting weakness of the
original reputation-based protection. The evaluation results show that reputation-based
attacks can potentially increase the probability of triggering cascading failures compared
with direct cascading attacks. Our results also suggest that by disabling trip requests to
critical relay agents, we can significantly lower the probability of cascading failures caused
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by deliberate cyber attacks.
Third, we proposed a synchronized routing framework. We utilize a synchronized time as
the global reference to design routing and scheduling methods. By using accurate upstream
delays, and assuming we can obtain downstream delays with the measurement framework,
we can dynamically determine service priority for a packet at a router to speed up or slow
down its service. Our evaluation shows that we can achieve better overall performance
among different flows without explicit reservations for each flow. The proposed scheduling
scheme also achieves better coordination among routers by utilizing both upstream and
downstream delay information of a packet.
We identify our future research in the following aspects:
(1). Although the P2P-based agent protection uses less network resources than the MA-
based protection, the MA-based scheme has the advantage that it knows the state of every
line and substation in the system. As the control action on a line may affect other lines,
and then affect the reliability of the entire system, a hybrid scheme combining advantages
of both MA and P2P protection will be an interesting issue in our future research.
(2). One of the issues in our future research to power grid security is to consider power
system properties. As in our current research we primarily focus on the network perspective.
Meanwhile, communication delays are critical for both the attacker and system operator,
which is closely related to the communication network. By investigating potential attack and
defense strategies from time domain, we can better understand the limitations of existing
attack and defense strategies, and this can help us design improved defense schemes for
future smart grid.
(3). The synchronized framework relies on the estimated downstream delay to adjust
the priority of packets. The higher accuracy the downstream delay estimation can achieve,
the more effective the scheduling will be. By improving the estimation accuracy, we will
be able to improve the delivery of critical data, and also will improve power system relia-
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